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Chapter I IBTRODUCT IOI 
1.1 The objective of these notes 
ill writers of textbooks on synoptic meteorology agree tha.t 
weather map analysis cannot be learned from a book. Coupled with 
the further remark that it can only be learned by supervised 
practice analysis of hundreds of weather charts, this often com-
prises an author's total pronouncement on the subject. Some books 
do contain several paragraphs or e"f8n a whole chapter devoted to 
specific treatment of problems of map analysis, but for the most 
part, synoptic analysis is considered only as a particular applica-
tion of basic theoretical principles and processes, not as a 
subject in itself. In these notes, the mechanism of weather ch.art 
analysis itself will be taken as a fundamental process, and where 
possible each of the various components of the process will be 
discussed in detail as a separate entity. For the sake of brevity, 
it will be asswned that the student's meteorological background 
approximates the material in such introductory texts as those of 
Petterssen [6J and Willett [9)-• 
Basically, map analysis is an integration process, a string-
ing together or summing up into a coherent whole of hundreds of 
individual decisions, each of which must be the result of logical 
inference or deduction from data presented on the weather chart. 
Experience obviously must pl~ a very important role in the devel-
opnent of skill and speed in carrying out this integrative process. 
1ortunately, weather situations (and consequently analysis situa,.. 
tions) recur with sufficient frequency to present recognizable 
patterns for which experienced analysts have found workable solu-
tions. It is the purpose of these notes to provide the student 
with as much of this •condensed experience" as possible, at the 
same time delineatin g the process bf which such experience is ac-
quired, so tha t when confron t ed by an unfamiliar situation, he will 
have some basis on which ta form the necessary judgments and make 
the decisions which result in a proper analysis. 
1.2 The objective of map analysis 
Given chart s •~n which ar e plo t~e1l r.t9.sses of synchronously 
observed \iea.ther data, the problem of the analyst is a multiple 
one. He must 
a) delineate by accepted standard sets of lines and/or symbols 
the current state of the atmosphere and how it arrived at 
that s liate; 
b) decide what particular at mospheric processes are involved 
in the production of th e various kinds of weather reported, 
representing the processes where possible by accepted stand-
ard )- dimension al model s ; and 
• Nwnbers in brackets refer t o the bibliography. 
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c) complete the analysis in the shortest possible time. 
The use of accepted sta ndard sets of lines, symbolst and 
models is mandatory if the analysis is to be of value to any-
one other than the analyst himself.• The volume of meteorolog-
ical data presently available in many parts of the world is so 
great that one analyst cannot hope to complete all the analyses 
himself, but must rely on the analyses of others if a complete 
3-dimensional picture of the atmosphere is to be obtained in a 
reasonably short time. Speed is essential in order to keep 
abreast of constantly changing weather patterns and to provide 
adequate time for careful preparation of the forecast. 
Many factors may combine to prevent the attainment of the 
objective stated above. Reported data may be erroneous, non-
representative. or entirely absent from vital areas of the chart. 
There are no standard sets of lines and symbols which are com-
plete; for examplet there is no symbol for orographic rain as 
distinguished from other tn>es of rain. There is no complete 
set of accepted standard synoptic models. On such a fundamental 
model as the occluded cyclone, ~yers (2] gives alternative vari-
ations of the models which he sqs must be accepted in place of 
the classical Norwegian models. 
In these notes, an attempt will be made to provide the 
student with a set of criteria by which erroneous and/or non-
representative data may be detected and a set of synoptic models, 
with their identifying characteristics, which he may use to 
delineate the physical end dynamical state of the atmosphere at 
the time of the plotted observa .tions. Such a representation is 
the ultimate objective of map anal~sis, and is prerequisite to 
any attempt et successful forecasting. 
1.3 Subdivision of the problem 
As a means of attacking the problem of weather analysis, 
its el~ments will be subdivided into three principal categories: 
a. local analysis; 
b. intermediate analysis, 
and c. extended analysis. 
The basis of this subdivision is essentially the scaJ.e or 
extent in time and space of the element under consideration. 
The categories are listed in increasing order of extent and in 
!ncre.?,siM ~ Q!:. ~ortance. No sharp dividing line exists 
between adjoining categories, but generally speaking the higher 
category includes a combination or succession of elements of a 
lower category. A convenient analogue is the vegetative cover 
* The symbols and lines used by the v/l3.A:M Analysis Center are 



















of a given erea of the earth's surface. Extended analysis 
corresponds to features of a forest as a whole, intermediate 
analysis to the trees, and local analysis to the underbrush 
(including thorny and poisonous plants!) 
Local analysis is concerned with the examination of data 
in a small area or at a fixed spot over a short interval 





detection of errors in a particular report 
by comparison with au~roµnding reports, 
location of a front between two adjoining 
reports, 
elimination of unrepresentati"f8 elements 
of a report, 
examination of hour~ sequences from airports 
or J•hourly sequences from weather ships for 
indications of frontal passage or of incon-
sistencies between successive reports. 
Intermediate _analysis comprises principally the fitting 
of synoptic models to data covering an area roughly that 
of a cyclone or anticyclone. The• models of troughs, 
ridges, fronts, wave cyclones, cut-off lows, blocking 
highs, and occluded cyclones are elements of intermediate 
analysis. However, such details as the kink in an isobar 
at a front in an occluded cyclone would be an item of 
local analysis. Where considerations of intermediate 
analysis cannot be reconciled with those of local analysis, 
intermediate e.nalysis should take precedence. 
The most comprehensive and important category is that of 
extended analysis. It includes al.l ~ and ~ rela-
tionships among the elements of intermediate analysis. 
Time relationships are grouped generally under the heading 
of b.iaj;grY or -9,,istorical. !~~- The term <c,g.ntinuij;z is also 
used with this connotation. If e:ny one element of extended anal-
ysis is to be singled out for precedence over all others, it 
must be history or continuity. This means that no particular 
weather chart can properly be analyzed in isolation from its 
predecessors. The first and most important step in the analysis 
of any chart is therefore the transfer of the previous positions 
and intensities of all identifiable features (i.e., synoptic 
models) of the last analyzed chart to the current unanalyzed 
chart. This is best accomplished by tracing (over the light 
table) with yellow pencil line or narrow dashed ink line the 
previous positions of fronts and trough and ridge lines, and by 
spotting the previous positions and central pressures (or 
pressure-heights) of closed lows and highs. Putting pa.st posi-
tions on current charts essentially converts ~relationships 
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Of almost _equal import~ nce. are (1) the r_elstionsbiP,S 
among :th'e1' varic,us'-'=syn""opti2~odiYs1 01i"a-particula'.i-"'ciefart~ and~(2) 
the gebme'tr1-Ja1t -ah~t me feorol6'ifo al' ✓c_;n, istencY, ·"o:f 'the'·' an~s is 
at one level with those at neighboring ' 1.evefs'_rin:''spa.ce-.1r.:;Onl.y 
thus can a proper J--dimena_ional picture of ~pa current stri11cture 
of the atmoapher eT -t;'e '.fo'b'"taiii~'£cr. 'Tlilae~ ·features_ ot ·'exteiicl~d· anal-
ye is will be disc_uttsf~~in ~g'Ylater· cletail .11FChapte,rs' iv~ V • VII, 
and VIII. .rJ1.J:i!t,.o~ owJ a0a:1 1 ,,r ::-11. ·rt •. 1r,1: :l!';oo. \ 
~ 2 L~ "!'C({ r~•l 
Most of tlfe ' rt"ool:18') anO:= ·tehliniquesl I of -~~ 's'ie(.~s~'d.1 if the 
Long-Range Forecast Units of the various weather I'ierv i~e a. fall 
into the category .'of ·1'e~ena:eairai:fu·Ji•lt's1,'·Jl13u~1 ma~it'are'·'beto':da tii~ 
scope of the11e' noies1• '!'Th~"'s'iF conc:bptaHvtH.c}f ai-~1Jaiiff1c"1ent3.T 
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Chapter II GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION F ATMOSPHERIC 
PROPERTJES AND MorIONS 
2.1 Map scales and projections 
All methods of delineating the various states of the at-
mosphere involve displaying observed data at many points situated 
on or above the earth's surface. It is therefore necessary to 
have an accurate representation of that surface on charts o:t 
convenient size. These charts must be planar., and should use a 
coordinate system as much like the latitude-longitude grid o:t 
the sphere as possible. The distance between successive grid 
points on the map, as compared to the actual distance between 
corresponding points on the earth's surface, determines the 
scale of the map. It is a ratio., usually expressed in the form 
1: 12.,500.,000., for example., and is independent of the particular 
units :iJl which the distances are measured. For a given size of 
chart., the larger the scale the sma.lle r the area which can be 
represented on it., and 1G.SI ~. The scale 1112.,500.,000 is 
smaller than the scale 1: 62.,5000 In other words, t,m smaller 
~ denominator of the scale, the smaller t~ ~ and the more 
detail represented., other things being equalo 
Once the scale of the map has been determined., a method of 
transforming the curved grid of the sphere to the plane grid of 
the chart must be selected. Such a transformation is called a 
Erojection. Many dirferent lctnds of map projections have been 
devised. They can be classified according to how well particular 
properties of spherical maps are preserved in the transformation. 
These properties are 1) distance., 2) direction., 3) area., and 
4) shape. For most meteorological purposes., the first two features 
are much more important than the latter two. Map projections 
wlti.ch preserve distance are called isometric., those which preserve 
direction 99nf'orma.l,o .Another convenient method of classifying 
map projections is according to the type of surface onto which 
the projection is made. The most common and useful surfaces 
are 1) the cylinder., 2) the cone., and 3) the plane. The 
usefulness of the first two surfaces arises from the £act that 
each can be cut along an element and unrolled to form a flat 
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(a) is a Mercator cyl indrical projection true at 22½0 latitude N 
and S, (b) is a Lambert conical. projection true at 30° and 60° 
1.atitude., and (c) is a polar stereographic (plane) projection true 
at 60° latitude. All. are conformal., and are appro:xima.tezy isometric 
near and between standard parallels. On the standard. parallels., the 
scal.e is exact. For obvious reasons, (a) is best ·in tropical areas., 

















Further discussion of properties of map projections can be 
found in [1., PP• 598-599 and P• 143] • 
2.2 Standard levels and cross-sections 
The 3-dimensional atmosphere is most conveniently represented by 
a set of (2-dimensional.) charts corresponding to various horizcntal 
and vertical cross-sections. Horizontal sections are chosen at certain 
standard levels., such as sea . leve+,850 mbs., 700 mbs., 500 mbs., etc. 
The vertical sections., often but not necessarily merid:foruw ., are used 
to relate one level to another in a consistent manner. 
Observations of various measurable :iroperties of the atmosphere 
and its motions at the various standard levels are available through 
internationaJ. cooperation of the synoptic networks of maey meteor-
ological organizations and weather services. Graphical representa-
tion of this mass of numerical data at each standard level then be-
comes one of the principal. problems of the map anacyst. How be 
accomplishes this part ar bis objective (section 1.2.,a)) is the 
subject of this cbaptero 
2.3 Eg,uiscalar families (isopleths or isolines) 
Any property§. of the atmosphere which is representable s~ · as 
a numerical magnitude is a scalar quantity. Pressure., temperature., 
relative humidity, potential temperature., dew-point temperature and 
many others are such quantities• Wind velocity., having both magni-





The 2-dimensional distribution of a scalar quantity can be 
delineated by drawing in the scalar field lines of equal value of 
.S,. Sets of such lines are called ~uiscal.ar families, and individ-
ual members of a fa~ are called isolines or isopleths.*• 
Fig. 2.2 shows an idealized ecpiscalar family' of isolines drawn at 
5-unit :intervals. Isolines have particular names corresponding to 
the quantity being represented; the following table gives some of 
the most common meteorological isopleths : 
If property or quantity is 









cloud cover (tenths} 
r ain:t'all 
hours of sunshine 
SYJD.bo~ Isopleth is a(n) 






isentrope or adiabat 
isodrosotherm 






Lines of equal change (with time) of a property or quantity 
are called isallop:J:etm,. Lines representing increases (positive 
changes) are ~opleths, decreases (negative changes) ka.tall.o-
P1-eths. The most frequent applications are to pressure changes, 
ioeo, isallobars and isalloeypses. 
If the quantity being represented is continuous, then the iso-
pleths must be continuous, and will always be closed curves on a 
sphere or on a polar stereographic projection except along its edge. 
Isopleths of the same family~ intersect or have Y-sbaped branch 
po:ints. They never come to a dead end except along the edge of a 
chart or along a !mown line of discontinuity, such as at the vertical 
.face of a cliff ill the case of contour lines, or at a .front in the 
case of isotherms and iaallobars. (Locating discontinuities is dis-
cussed in Chapter IV.) 







2.4 Spoptic models of isopleth patterns 
The drawing or a:ey equiscalar fa~ of lines will be greatly 
facilitated if the analyst keeps in mind and applies the simple 
models of certain basic components of isopleth patterns discussed 
in this section. Terminology appropriate to the delineation of 
the pressure field will be used., but t,~ ~tterns ~ e~ .!E:' 
plicable ~ l_:SY' scalar field. ill of the examples of intermediate 
anal.y-sis cited in section 1.3 involve either who~ or in part 




Consider the broken line 
in Fig. 2.3. In either direc-
tion perpendicular to this 
l:J,ne the scalar g . is greater 
than it is on the line. Such 
a line is by definition a 
trough~ and tbs configura-
tion associated 'with it is 
called a trough. Fig. 2o3 
shows isobars which are con-
cave upward, but they can be 
concave in !SY @ectiog. A 
~ or ;:i~~ is dafined as 
the reverse of a trough. 
Fig. 2.3 becomes a ridge if 
the order of the subscripts 
on the p Is is reversed. The 
symbol. -=--- - is then 
replaced by the symbol 
~ for the ~ 
line• All other possible 
configurations in an equiscalar fam:[cy of isolines can be defined 
in terms of these two: a relative minimum (or "low") in the scalar 
field occurs at the intersection of two or more trough lines; a 
rel4t,ive ~ ( or n~) results at the intersection of two or 
more ridge lines; and a !leutral or "~ddle" R9int ("~) marks 
the intersection of a trough line 'With ridge line. (On rare occasions., 
a pair of trough lines and a pair of ridge lines will have a·common 
:intersection which results in a more complicated type of col.)o 
Fig. 2.4 is simply Fig. 2.2 with basic data removed and trough 
and ridge lines added; it illustrates all the configurations des-





The analyst can orient himself most quickly in a scaJ.ar field 
by drawing first the closed isolines marking the maxi.mum and mini-
mum points {highs and 
lows) of the fieldo The 
general location of the 
cols can then be found 
by connecting neighbor-
ing highs by a ridge line 
and neighboring lows by 
a trough · line I as in 
Fig. 2.5. There still 
remains the problem of 
which way to draw the non, 
closed isolines A A• and 
B B1 • Do they cross the 
trough line LL' or the 
ridge line H H•? This 
question can be answered 
only ii' there is a known 
value of J? somewflere near 
r! the saddle pointo ~ 









be correct Q®° if 1005 mb .( p < 1011 mb. If .E > 1011 mb, then the 
1011-mb isobars shouJ.d cross the trough line and iDUld be denoted A B 
and A' B 1 • Note also that the nearest isolines on each side of the 
troP&_h (9r ~) ~ ~ have ~ same value., and-i:fle pair which 
cross the trough must have a value which is leas than that of the 
pair which cross the ridge line by exactly ~ isoline interval. 
All three categories of ana'.cysis are . applicable in the drawing 
or equiscalar families of isolines. ~ ~sis is used in inter-
polating bet-ween two reports neither of which has the exact value 
represented by the particular isopleth being drawn; it is also used 
in deciding lhich way the isobars were to be drawn around the col in 
Fig. 2.5. Intel'l!.ediate ™11:sis provides the synoptic modelso ~-
teng,Qd SDaj,Ysis in the form of history or continuity is used to obtain 
an approximate position and general shape of closed centers. Relating 
cols to closed centers by drawing intersecting trough and ridge lines 
is also ext.ended ~sis. 
2 .5 Spacing of isolines (grad 5 or 'v S) 
Beyond indicating that isopleths are drawn at equal increments 
o£ the scalar quantity being represented, nothing has so far been said 
about the SJ2§1CiHS, of members of the equiscalar f~. This feature 
is just as :bnportant as the general 
0 
Fig. 2.6 
configuration., because it gives a 
graphical picture of how fast the 
scalar quantity~ is changing in 
arry direction. The average rate 
of change or ~ in the direction 
R from O in Fig. 2.6 is defined to 
be 
A~S will be small when 00. is 
large and will attain its maximum 
value wen OR= ON. Its limit:ing 
value as (S.2.-S 1 ) and ON both approach 
zero is denoted by IVS I • VS is a 
vector of length IV SI oriented perpendicular to the isoline and pointing 
toward higher values or 2• It is also written "grad S". It' ~ is con-
stant., VS : O. VS is also zero at points of relative maxima and minima 
(highs and lows) in the scalar field .§,o An area of approximate homo-
geneity in.§. is characterized by the equation VS ~O • It is a meteor- · 
ological custom to call (-Vp), the reverse ot v'p, the P.ressure gr_adient. 
"!!'VP should be called the horizontal pressure gradient., but no confusion 
can arise here since oncy horizontal variations are being considered. 
J VPI and -Vp are very handy abbreviations for the spacing and direc-
tion of the isobars., since I'\/ p I is inversely proportional to isobar 
spacing., and -Vp is perpendicular to the isobars. 
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2.6 Choice of :interval. between isolines 
The quantity (Si. -s 1 ) is the :j.sterval between successive members 
of the equiscalar family. Its size is determined by several factors, 
the most important of which is the average val.us of VS. Large 
val.ues of (Sz..- S 1) give adequate spacing for large average Vs, and 
~ ~• Size of probable errors in data, scarcity of data,and 
scale of the chart are al.so factors in the choice of interval. The 
following table gives some typical values used by the u. s. Weather 
Bureau and military wather services: 
if §_is 
sea-level pressure in mid-latitudes (winter) 
sea-lEfVel pressure in mid-latitudes (summer) 
sea-level pressure in tropical areas 
5 mb or 6 mbs 
3 mbs 
l mb or 2 mbs 
height of 1000-mb or 850-mb surface 
height of 700-mb or 500-mb surface 








The lines chosen to be dra1m are generally those whose labels 
are divisible by the size of the interval., except that 6-mb isobars 
can be either odd or even multiples of 3., 
2.7 Geostrophic and gradient wind scales 
Because pressure gradient (-Vp) is closely related to one of 
the principal components of the wind, and in fact determines the gen-
eral direction of wind flow, a powerful additional tool is afforded 
the analyst in delineating the pressure field. 'Where wind observa-
tions are available, isobaric anal.ysis is more easily and accurately 
accomplished than is the analysis of a:ny other scalar property of 
the atmosphere• From Buys Ballot I s Law relating wind and pressure, 
the approximate location of high and low centers can be found with-






are available. Fig. 2.7 
shows that as few as two wind 
reports., properly situated., 
can give a good fix on the 
center of a circular cyclone. 
Ir the pressure is known at 
only one nearby point., a good 
estimate of the central. 
pressure of the low can be 







spacing to the wind speed through the use of a g~stro:ehi..£ or 
gradient~~. 
There are many sizes, types, and shapes of gjostrophio ~ 
~al~, but they all have one thing in common: they are either 
graphical or tabular solutions of the equations 
where !'!JS is the speed of the geostrophic component or the wind, 
! is the coriolis para.meter, i. is the acceleration due to gravity 
and H is the height of a constant pressure surface. The equation 
on the left is used for sea-level isobars, the one on the right 
for isolzypses or contour lines on upper-air charts. Examples of 
several types of scales are show in ll, pp. 49-53 J • 
Gradient~ scales are graphical solutions of the equation 
Vgr • v,s ± !it:_ 
f r ' 
where v9,.. is the gradient wind wpeed and .;:. is the radius of curva-
ture of the path (not of the isoba,r Qr cgntour) of the air parcel. 
The + sign is used with the second term on the right when the path 
is anticyclonic~ curved, the - sign when it is ,cyclonical.ly 
curved. Therefore 
for anticyclonic curvature 
and for cyclonic curvature. 
v95 • Vgv- ~ ~ P.ath is straigh:.t,, since ,r in that case becomes 
intinite. The gradient wind equation has also been graphed in a 
variety of ways, some of which are shown :in [1., PP• 54-62] • 
All the scales referred to in [1] have a common feature: the 
basic unit of length on which each is constructed is the ttdegree 
or latitudett. This makes the wind scales independent of the scale 
of a particular map projection, and they are equally applicable 
to all charts. This universality is achieved at some cost :in 
convenience, however. The most convenient scale ia one which can 
be placed on the chart where the wind report is plotted or where 
wind measurements are to be made. This requires that the wind 
scale be constructed to fit the map scale, which is constant only 
on the standard parallels of the projectiono Such geostrophic 
wind scales have been constructed for most meteorological charts, 
and are eitmr printed in one corner of the chart or on a separate 
transparent overl.q. 
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A simple geostrophic wind scale constructed to fit the Lambert 
Confonna.l Conical Projection, scale 1: 12,,00,000, true at 30° and 
6oO latitude, is reproduced as Appendix II. It can be folded 
along its latitude lines for convenient application anywhere.on the 
chart except in low latitudes. Between the equator and about 2,5°N 
ors., the geostropbic component is too poor an approximation to the 
true wind to be used for determining the spacing of isobars. 
In most circumstances, the gradient wind is a better approx:illla-
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gradient wind scale should therefore be more useful than the geo-
strophic scale., 'but ~ ~ not, principally because of the complica-
tions involved in determ:lning the radius of curvature o! tbe path 
followed by the air parcel. This is too laborious a job to be 
carried out in over-the-chart surface analysis, so only qualitative 
estimates of the curvature correction are generally made. Fig. 2.8 
gives approxilllate relations between v.,s and ~r- in various parts 
of typical isobaric patterns. The interpretation of Fig. 2.8 in 
terms of isobar spacing is as follows: 
if V9~ <<. V.9r J draw isobars much closer than v 9~ scale indicates; 
V.9s. <. V9r, draw isobars closer than Vg!> scale indicates; 
V9s. ~ Vgr J draw isobars same as Vgs scale indicates; 
V9s > V9r, draw isobars wider than V9s scale indicates; 
V9s >> Vgi--, draw isobars much wider than Va, scale indicates. 
Wind analysis in the free atmosphere is a somewhat different 
problem which will be discussed in Chapter VII. Gradient wind 
scales which in effect compute path curvature from contour curvature 
and contour movement have been developed for use on upper-air .charts• 
208 Observed vs. geostrophic winds 
The preceding section was devoted solely to the ~acwg of iso-
bars o Their direction can be determined to some extent by asauning 
a certain amount of cross-isobar flow toward lower pressure. Observed 
values of the actual angle between surface wind and isobars in midd1e 
latitudes vary from a minimum of 10° over oceans to as much as 45° or 
more over rough terrain. An average value of 20° over water and 35° 
over land can be used in the absence of data to the contrary. The 
frictional effects which cause the cross-isobar flow also reduce the 
speed of the observed wind as compared to the gradient wind. So lllSJlY 
~factors are involved as to make any real~ accurate estimate of fric-
tional effects on wind speed impossible. Over ocean areas, maey 
analysts follow the practice of increasing the observed Beaufort 
number by one in spacing isobars with the geostrophic wind scale. 
Petterasen [ 7) assunes v = 2/3 V.9~ aver ocean -1'&as, in constructing 
his geostrophic wind scale. 
2.9 Smmnary ar rules for drawing isobars 
Since the most frequent application of the material in this 
chapter is to isobaric analysis, it will be summarized in those terms, 
and not necessarily in the order followed above. (No attempt should 
be made to locate dis continuities in pressure gradient (fronts) unless 
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Chapter IV or equivalent has been covered.) 
1) Choose isobar interval according to average gradient, 6 mbs 
or 12 mbs except in tropics or in summer in middle latitudes. 
2) Select odd or even isobars depending on which ones will. out-
line pressure centers best, and draw_these centers~, using 
history- and winds to help locate them. 
3) Sketch lightly the orientation and spacing of isobars in 
vicinity of isolated reports; ~lsewre t.b!t. i~obars should ~ ~ 
~~Q!: ~~ ~they ~~ear ~the~ ste~o! ~ 
analysis. 
4) Draw isobars at largest interval commensurate with ability 
and experience. Beginners will find 6-mb intervals about the limit. 
Experienced analysts are able to use 24-mb intervals in their first 
approximation to the isobar JS,ttern. Intermediate 12-mb isobars 
are then added, fallowed by the 6-mb and 3-mb isobars. i;rasyres 
~ ¥ijustments :!a_~ coar~ struct;uni ~ usuallY necessary ~ 
!& ~ ~cted y_ tb,,e_ fine. stnicty;r,e !§ added. {Hint: ~ lead 
is much easier to erase than~ lead.) 
5) Serious errors in circulation patterns can often be avoided 
by drawing isobars as if' the pencil were travelling with the wind, 
counterclockwise around lows and clockwise around highs. This will 
help prevent putting a small closed center on the wrong side of an 
isolated wind report, for instance. 
6) Resolve conflicts between wind and pressure data and smooth 
isobars by evaluating the reliability and representativeness of 
data, as discussed in sections 6.3, 6.6 and 6.10 of Chapter VI. 
The techniques recommended in items 3) and 4) above, with . 
minor variations, are considered to involve the least n1ost motion" 
:in the long run. Time saved in routine analysis af the pressure 
.t'ield can then be spent on the more :important parts of weather 













Chapter III ATMOSPHERIC PROCESSES 
J.l The distribution of weather phenomena 
In section 1.2, it was stated that part of the objective of 
map analysis is the delineation of the current state of the at-
mosphere. The most important evidence of that state consists of 
weather presently occurring or recently ended. The distribution 
of such phenomena is therefore a vital element in the analysis ·/i'\.. 
of the surface chart, a.nd an important first step in such analy'-
sis (it can either precede or follow the transference of history 
from an earlier chart) is to reproduce in color near the station 
circle the condensation or precipitation symbol of each plotted I 
report. Since precipitation areas are normally shaded in ~een, 
the corresponding symbols should have the same color, except that 
phenomena particularly dangerous to ship or aircraft operation ( 
( = and Ra, ) should be represented in :r~d. One method of in- ' 
suring that no reported weather is overlooked is to scan succes-
sively strips of the map 10° of latitude or longitude in width. 
Time spent on this step m~ seem wasted (or at best, tedious), 
but is generally more than compensated for by time required to 
revise an already completed analysis in the light of evidence 
furnished by an overlooked report. Delineation of weather symbols 
by the above method often results in a remarkably accurate over-
all picture of frontal and convergence patterns, even before any 
frontal or isobaric analysis has been attempted. 
J.2 Condensation-producing processes 
Once the distribution of weather phenomena has been dis-
pleyed, it next must be e:xplained. It is therefore necessary 
that the analyst possess a basic understanding of the atmospheric 
processes capable of producing condensation and precipitation. It 
is the principal purpose of this chapter to list and describe 
briefly such processes • 
Two conditions must be fulfilled if condensation of water 
vapor is to occur in the atmosphere: (1) the air must be at or 
near saturation; and (2) hygroscopic nuclei must be present. The 
first condition can be brought about in either of two wqs, by 
a) ~aEoration of more moisture into the air 
or b) ~ooliA'-_the air to its dew point temperature. 
The first process can occur only if the temperature of the air 
is less than the temperature of the moisture source, and results 
in either steam fog or frontal fog. Cooling is the principal 
condensation producer. Non-adiabatic cooling processes (i.e., 
radiation and conduction associated with advection) result prin-
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cipally in fog, light drizzle, dew or frost. The most 
effective cooling process in the atmosphere is _as,iabatic 
lift!,¥ Q.f m- ll ~ the onl_z :erocess C..@:Eable of pro,,::. 
ducing precipitatio,n in appreciable amounts. It is like-
\lise a principal producer of clouds, fog, a.nd drizzle. 
The meteorological processes which result in vertical mo-
tion of air are discussed below. It should be emphasized 
that none of the cooling processes is capable of produciD.g 
condensation by itself; moisture ~~form Qt~ va:por 
~ be Eresent. ~ 7 - zv ~, 
3.3 Precipitation-producing processes 
Precipitation occurs when the products of condensation 
and/or sublimation coe1esce to form hydrometeors too heavy 
to be supported by the upward movement of the air. The 
mechanism which .brings about such coalescence is still in-
completely understood. It is obvious, however, that a large 
and continuously replenished supply of water droplets or ice 
crystals (or both) is necessary if appreciable amounts of 
precipitation are to occur. The synoptic aspects of the 
physical and dynamical processes which provide this -supply 
are the concern of this section. 
Adiabatic lifting of air is brought about by three gener-
al methods: oro~rapb.ic lifting, frontal lifting, and verticaJ. 
~tretching (or horizontal convergenc~). All these mechanisms 
are the indirect results of horizontal motion of air and its 
variation in space. 
Orographic lifting is the most effective and intensive 
of all cooling processes. The horizontal component of wind 
velocity is large compared to the vertical component, but the 
difference is reduced if an inclined surface is located athwart 
a stream of air, as in Fig. J.l. Horizontal motion is then 
Fig. 3. l 
converted into vertical. mo-
tion in proportion to the 
slope of the inclined sur-
face. Comparatively flat 
terrain can have a slope of 
es much as 1/20. and values 
range upward to more than 
unity. The greatest extremes 
in rainfall records, both in 
total amounts and in inten-
sities for varying periods, 
occur at mountain stations. 
It is therefore obvious that synoptic analysis over land areas 
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0 regard to significant features of terrain. If these 
features ere not printed on the base map, contours should 
be plotted on a blank base map of the same projection and 
scale. This permits quick and easy evaluation of the 
orographic components of the precipitation patterns by 
comparison ( on a light table) of the chart being anaJ.yzed 
a.nd the topographic contour chart. 
/ Frontal lifting is the term applied to the process 
represented in Fig.J.l when the inclined surface represents 
the boundary between two air masses of different densities. 
In this case, ho~ever, the slope ranges downward from 1/20 
to 1/100, and can be even less. As before, the steeper the 
front, the more intense the effects, other things being equal. 
Frontal effects will be discussed in greater detail in Chap-
ter IV. 
Vertical stretohipg 
air parcels at different 
sideration ere lifted by 
_ ___.t ~---
differs from vertical lifting in that 
levels in the column of air under con-
different anou.nts. The stretching 
is a direct consequence of 
!l,o}'izontal conve,rgenc~ of 
the wind field. and that 
term is more often applied 
to this precipitation-pro-
ducing process than is the 
term vertical stretching. 
Since it is primarily from 
properties of the horizontal 
wind field that this mechan-
ism is detectable, there is 
the further convenience of 
referring to it simp}Jr as 
convergeng. and that term 
1//l/llllllllll/7777 will be used hereafter. Convergence does not always 
result in upward motion of 
air; only if the convergence 
occurs through an apprecia-
Fig. J.2 
ble leyer bounded on its lower side by a solid surface, as 
shown in Fig. 3.2, does convection occur. At high levels 1n 
" 
>;>7777 77 7777 7 7 7 7 77 
Fig. 3.3 
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the atmosphere, the result 
can be either convection 
above or subsidence below 
the level of convergence. 
(Fig.J.J) In order for 
subsidence to occur, there 
must be a layer of diver-
~ence below. Convergence 
of the type shown in Fig.J.2 
is most often associated 
with cyclones, tornadoes, 
and with the convective 
ce11s of thunderstorms and cumuloform clouds. In the latter 
cases, the convergence results from density differences in-
duced either by surface heating in low levels or by unstable 
thermal stratification at upper levels, or both. The combin-
ation of divergence and convergence shown in Fig. J.3 is 
typical of thermal anticyclones. 
The examples of convergence and divergence illustrated 
ebove are definite and clear-cut, associated as they are with 
the centers of closed flow patterns. More subtle, less easily 
detected types of convergence e.nd divergence are associated 
l1ith curved, wave-shaped, or straight flow patterns, where the 
air is everywhere moving in the same general direction. The 
qualitative variation of convergence and divergence will be 
indicated in the diagrams below by means of the following key: 
cc marked convergence, 
c convergence, 
o little or no convergence or divergence, 
d divergence, 
dd marked divergence. 
Arrows have the following interpretations: 
) wind direction a.nd speed, 
movement of center, 
----~ path of air current~ 
Fig. J.4 
The left side of Fig. J.4 illustrates lopgitudinal conver-
gence and divergence, the right side lateral convergence and 
divergence. Many more complicated situations can be aneJ.yzed 
by separation into these components. 
It can be sho~m mathematically and verified synoptically 
that a fairly deep leyer of air moving with a marked north-
south component has associated - with it convergence or diver-














followed by the stream of air. In Fig. 3.5 the arrows indi-
cate paths of meridionaJ. flow in the Northern Hemisphere. In 
dd d 0 C CC C 
Fig. 3.5 
genera1, equatorward flow is divergent unless turning cycloni-
cally'. and poleward flow is convergent unless turning anti-





















The four diagr:':!I:13 of Fig. 3.6 represent the approximate 
distribution of convergence aml divergence in Northern Herrd-
sphere cyclones ancl anticyclones. For moving centers, the 
greetest convergence or divergenc e occurs on P-nd near the 
axis clong which the sys tom is moving. The diner ams of 
Fig. 3. 6 show €astwa.rd movencmtt but th -,y epply regardless 
of the direction of movement of t he ce nter. 
Wave-shaped flow patterns are not quite so easily class-
ified tri th regard to convergence E,nd divergence because the 
speed ot \·1hicb they travel is often the factor determining 
the distribution. The most common distribution for waves 
moving toward the eest is illustrated in Fig. 3.7. There is 
0 
0 
relatively little divergence 
at trough and ridge lines, 
with convergence to the west 
and divergence to the east 
of the trough lines. Patterns 
of this type are more common 
on upper-air charts than on 
surface charts. 
Compar~tively greeter 
space has been devoted here 
~· ~ 7 to convergence because it is 
.JJ ig. .J• 
the least understood a.nd most 
difficu.lt to assess of all 
weather producing processes. Its areal extent ranges from the 
extremely local convergence of thunderstorm cells and tornadoes 
to the large-scale conver~ence of the broad and deep currents 
of poleward-and equatorwerd-moving air masses. 
The amount, type, and intensity of the weather phenomena 
which result from aey of the lifting processes described in 
this section depend on the stability or convective stebility 
of the air being lifted. Stratiform clouds, steady light or 
moderate rain. drizzle, and fog are typical of moist stably 
str~tified air, while cwnuloform clouds, heavy rain, showers, 
thunderstorms, and tornadoes occur in moist unstable air. 
It should not be inferred from the discussion of this 
section that only one of the mechanisms is operative in any 
particular weather gituation. On the contrary, any combina-
tion of two, or all three in conjunction, are possible and even 
probable. For instance, an occluded cyclone of maritime origin 
moving onto a mountainous west coast of a cont~nent could easily 
have associated with it 1) warm frontal lifting, 2) cold frontal 
lifting, J) orographic lifting, 4) lateral convergence, And 
5) convergence in southerly flow. Nearly all fronts have some 
convergence associated with them. It is suggested that the 


















primary causes are orographic lifting and convergence res-
pectively-. These designators can also be put on frontal 
precipitation areas when their corresponding processes are 
considered to be about equally as effective as frontal lift-
ing in producing the observed weather. The label "0011 will 
also be found useful for denoting the non-frontal combin-
ation. 
J.4 Subsidence, divergence, end heating 
Each of processes described in the preceding section has 
its counterpart among the condensation-preventing or weather-
dissipating processes. Downslope motion on the lee side of 
orographic barriers results in adiabatic warming, and there 
is also heating (anon-adiabatic process) of air currents 
due to insolation from relatively- cloudless skies. If the 
air mass above and ahead of a frontal surface is moving with 
a relative cooiponent awq from the front, downslope motion 
with adiabatic warming will occur. Divergence of air from 
an area must be compensated for by bringing down air from 
aloft, which is warmed adiabatically in the process. ill these 
mechanisms have the common effect of increasing the temperature 
of the air, thus preventing condensation. 
These processes likewise occur in combination with one 
another, but they !!!!g ~ !A combination with ~ condensa-
ll2J1.-prodµcing processes. This can lead to situations which 
require the most careful analysis. For instance, a current 
of air moving equatorward on a straight or anticyclonically 
curved path encounters an orographic barrier oriented across 
its path; if the slope is sufficiently steep or the air is 
sufficiently moist, precipitation will occur in spite of the 
divergence and subsidence associated with the flow pattern. 
Another example of the result of opposing processes is the flat, 
fair-weather cumulus which occur in fresh continental polar air 
moving equatorward behind a cold front; in this case the low-
level convergence due to local heating from the underlying sur-
face is counteracted by the upper-level divergence and subsi-
dence in the main current of air. The dry, sometimes even 
cloudless, cold front which moves rapidly from west to east 
in winter is an example of upper-level down-slope motion which 
prevents the air being lifted by the front from reaching the 
condensation level. 
The precipitation process itself opposes the mechanism 
which produces it, both by contributing the latent heat of 
vaporization and by exhausting the supply of water vapor if 
the moisture source is cut off. 
'J-? 
3.5 Conclusion 
There are many analysts who seek to explain all precipi• 
tation by means of fronts. There are still a few practicing 
synoptic meteorologists who make no explicit use whatsoever 
of frontal anal7ses. Obviously, each will arrive at a solu-
tion which will differ radically from that of the analyst who 
recognizes all the weather producing processes summarized in 
this chapter. It is hoped that the presentation is complete 
enou.gh to provide a rational basis upon which to discuss the 












Chapt er IV CLASSIFICATION .AUD .::i'YNOP'.i'IC CHARACTERISTICS 
OF FRONTS 
4.l Frontogenesis 
The basic element of modern synoptic meteorology is the 
air mass. Unfortunately this fact is often overlooked by the 
... 1ap anal:,st {particularly the inexperienced beginner) because 
his attention becomes focused Jn that more glamorous and spec-
tacular entity, the front. It should never be forgotten that 
!l!> front m come ~ existenc,e QI continue ~ exist_ unless 
w ~ masses of differiDe; characteristics~ proEerties are 
broug,.,.t into close juxta:posi tiQ,,n 12:l_ major f.!ID! :2atterns Qi. ~ 
~eneral circulation. This process is called frontogenesis. 
The classical and still best discussion of frontogenesis is 
th at of Petterssen. An elementary de scriptive treatment is 
~iven in [6]. For u more theoretical and complete discussion 
th e reader is referred to [ 7 J . 
A first end most important step in finding a front is to 
!!B..d ~ label m different~ masses. It mey appear to be 
obvious and trivial, but if this requirement were really en-
forced, many pseudo-fronts, instability lines, stationary 
troughs, and lines of convergence would be given their proper 
l abels, and 1·1ould no lon zer be designated as fronts. The number 
of really different nir nasses which invade even a middle-lati-
tude Drea is quite small, nnd the analyst who is prodigal in hiB 
creation of fronts soon finds himself groping for labels for 
th e numerous a ir masses required by complicated frontal patterns. 
The existence of two different air masses is not in itself 
sufficient to guarantee a front; the air masses on either side 
of an anticyclone are generally different, but no front separates 
them. 
4.2 What is a front7 
So many different meanin ~s have been attached to the word 
11front 11 that it ha.s ceased to have any real value as a technical 
term, and oust be redefined by eac~ person who uses it. To some, 
"front" means any organized pattern of bad weather or poor fly-
ing conditions. To ot hers it means "zone of maximum temperature 
gradient 11• Still others mean by it a line of coinciding discon-
tinuities in the wind, density, temperature, moisture and ten-
dency fields. 
In order to be consistent with the definition of fronto-
genesis given above, a front~ surface will be defined as an 
inclined narrow zone of transition between two air masses of 
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dis similar pr operti es . A sur f nce ~ is th en the inter-
~ecti on of t h is sur f ~ce and th e sur fa ce ,f the earth; 211 
850 mb front i s the i ntersection of thi s slopin g surface wi~h 
the C50 mb surfa ce, et c. These def i n it ions i mply th at a cer-
tain 6eometric al and meteorological consistency must exist 
bet\'/een fronts at adj oining l evels. It can also be inferred 
th 2t t he dat a at no one l evel are suff icient t o loc ate a front 
with certain ty in ever y case. Ansl y ses of dat a at neighbor-
ing levels should also be consulted when avail able. 
4.3 Discontinuities 
At the scale to which most surface maps are drawn, the 
narrow zone of abru pt ch~.nge in properties between two air 
masses will app ear as a surf ace of discontinuity and the front 
as a line ~f di~contin uity. If Sis the value which some pro-
perty has on one s id e of such a line or surface, and 5 1 is the 
corresponding value on the other sid e , then the quantity 
Df s = ts - s'I (4.1) 
will be a men sure of t he int ensity or m9t:,""Ilitude of the discon-
tinuity; equation ( 4.1) is to be taken as the definition of 
Df S (read 11frontal di f f er ence of 3 11). In terms of this nota-
tion, the th eo retic a l defini t .ion of a front is 
Dr p = 0 and Df p I= 0. 
This simply says that pressure is continuous at a frontal sur-
face but densi t y is not. 
13y use of the Equation of State, p = p RT, it can easily 
be sho\om that 
Df p f O implies Df T f 0 
and vice versa. Hence either Df f' or Df T can be 11sed both in 
definition of a front and as a measure of the intensity of the 
front. 
4.4 Slone of a frontal surface 
The seemingly cumbersome and complicated ter minology of the 
preceding secti0n has been intr oduced in order to s t ~ts r,roperl.y 
some very import ant synoptic pr ·operties of fronts. In Fig. 4.1, 
the slope of the frontal sur-
f ace is 
tan 9 = b/a. 
b 
It can be shown that 




(The meaning of the 11 'v 11 symbol 






:By definition. Df f 'f O; therefore if t he f ront is not 
horizontal (tan e f 0), then Df '1 pf o. In ot her words, 
_!!density Q! temEerature discontinuit,,:v implies~ corresP.ond-
ing discontjnuity in P.ressure gr_ad.ient. A change in the 
pressure gradient implies a. change in the direction and 
spacing of the isobars across a front. This res• 1l ts in iso-
bars being kinked at a front and the quan t ity D:f' 'v p is a. 
measure of the sharpness of the kink. Conversely, a kink in 
the isobars implies a density or temperature discontinuity, 
so isgbars should ~ ~ kinke,d ~ !,. tro9".h ~ m ng 
~- This last remark mey seem very obvious, but such things 
have sometimes been seen on the analyzed charts of even exper-
ienced meteorologists. It should also be noted that any enalyst 
who kinks isob2rs ~-t P front a11tomatically adopts at least in 
pa.rt the definition of 11front 111 used here. 
It can be sho,,m (but proof is rather lengthy) that ~ ~ 
in the isobars a t ~ E:Q.n,1; ~ e.lwals point toward high.er :pres-
sure. 
As Df p (or Df T) increases, tan e decreases; therefore, 
the more intense the front, the flatter the wedge of cold air, 
other things being equal.. As Df v'p increases. tan 9 increases; 
therefore, the sharper the k inks in the isobars, the steeper 
the cold air wedge, other things being equal. The first state-
ment to some extent conflicts with the observed fact that cold 
fronts are often both more intense and steeper than warm fronts. 
The 11other thing 111 which is not equal in such cases is friction 
in the low leyers of the a ir. 
Since ! '7Pl- v gs, Df r/ p F O implies Df v gs f O; there-
fore there is discontinuity or shift in the geostrophic wind at 
a front. 
It can be shown th at if a front is moving, there is also a 
discontinuity in the tendency field at the front. 
4.5 Classific ation of fronts [1,pp. 6J9-641] 
:By horizontal motion of air - cold, warm, stationary. 
~Y vertical motion of air - A,~. C tY!)es. 
4.6 S:ynoptic characteristics of warm fronts [1,pp. 641-645] 
4.7 Synoptic characteristics of cold fronts [1.pp. 645-651] 
4.8 Orographic distortion of fronts [1,pp. 651-65J] 
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4.9 Frontal e.na.l.ysis 
The semi-theoretical discussion of sect~ons 4.J and 4.4 
showed that all the various discontinuities should occur on 
the same inclined surface. The discussion of sections 4.6 
and 4. 7 sho\Jed how to locate the various discontinuities on 
the synoptic chart. Reconciling these criter i a with the ac-
tual data on the chart confronts the analyst with the princi-
pal problem of frontel analysis. Its solution requires the 
application of all the categories of a.na.lysis discussed in 
Chapter I. 
Assume th£-.t a cold front is to be located. Local analy-
sis may reveal that the pressure trough, the wind shift, the 
line of showers, 2.nd discontinuities in temperature, moist11re, 
and. pressure tendency coincide at most in pairs. What line 
shall be chosen to represent the front? The following :pro-
cedure is recommended: 
1) eliminate erroneous and unrepresentative data 
(discussed in Chapter VI); 
2) locate front at selected points where the maximum 
number of identifying characteristics occur in 
coincidence; 
3) in the absence of ltnown orographic obstructions, 
interpolate or extrapolate front in doubtful or 
confused areas from points loc ated in 2); 
L~) check the J-dimensional geometrical and meteor-
ological consistency of the frontal sllrface at 
other levels; 
and 5) check the displacement of the front from its last 
known position for consistency with movement of 
the colder air mass durin g the time interv al. 
Steps 1) and 2) are local. P.nalysis, J) is intermedi.ate 
analysis, and 4) P..nd 5) are extended analysis. Step 5) is by 
far the most important, and should in reality be applied twi ce, 
once in the beginning to determine approximately where to begin 
steps l) and 2), end again at the end for a final check. Step 5) 
is most important in anoth er way: as th o volume of data de-
creases (typical of ocean analysis), incre asing reliance must 
be placed on this method of locating the front. (In areas of 
sparse reports, the volume of data can be increased by shorten-
ing the time interval betwe en maps and by plotting intermediate 
reports in nearby blank areas, or on seper ate shee t s prepared 
especially for that purpose. 
If the front is diffuse enough to appea r on the chart as 
nn actual zone of transition, it would require two lines to 
represent it. It is conven t ional to 4elineate onl7 ~ leading 
~ of ~ ~ frontal. ~ and ~ trnilin€= ~ gi r!. ~ 
frontal~ with their respective front al symbols. This puts 










Some of th e errors most often found in frontal analysis 









inconsistent displace ments from previous positions, 
cold fronts improperly designated as warm fronts 
and vice versa (occurs most often near the qu.a.si-
stationary part of a frontal system), 
too many fronts, particularly secondary fronts, 
isobars too sharply kinked at fronts, 
isobars erroneously ltinked with point toward low 
pressure, 
frontal patterns in the horizontal which have mi 
implied 3-dimension al structure which is impossi-
ble, 
use of unrepresentative data (particularly temper-
atur e) in locating discontinuities, 
dropping of fronts in areas of sparse or no reports 
without designating frontolysis on preceding chart 
or charts. 
Items c) and h) are elaborated in the next section, a), 
d), and e) have elre edy been discussed, f) will be treated in 
Chapter V, and g) in Chapter VI. 
4.10 FrontolYsis 
The process by which sharp or intense fronts become weaker 
or more diffuse and by which \~ea.le fronts dissolve entirely- is 
called frontolysis. It is the opposite of frontogenesis. Front-
olytical processes are more common in the atmosphere than are 
frontogenetical processes. This comes about because there 1§ 
J!Q ~ rnerty of lli ~ :!:!, conservative with respect 1g, 
all the J>.bY.sical Q.!' W@llical processes Qf ~ a:tmos}!!ere. The 
theory of frontogenesis is based on the assumption that there 
is such a property and that it is temperature. The non-conserv-
ative (principally non-adiabatic) influences on temperature 
must therefore be added to all the frontolytical processes which 
are the reverses of corresponding frontogenetical processes. 
Frontolytical processes are most effective in the lower lay-
ers of the atmosphere, since surface heating and turbulent mixing 
ere the most intense of the non-conservative influences on temper-
ature. For this reason fronts are often more pronounced and more 
easily identified above the friction leyer. 
Designa .tion of frontolysis on the intermediate chart is an 
essential prerequisite to the elimination of a front which has 
appeared on a previous chart. A front should never be dropped 
simply because of lack of data in the area where the front ought 
to be. A line of frontolysis may be carried on successive charts 
with displacement consistent with the wind in the cold air. 
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The principal reason for emphasizing the excess of fronto-
lytical processes over frontogenetical ones has been to provide 
the theoretical and synoptic background for item c) of section 
4.9, as well as to provide motivation for the next section. 
4.11 Non-frontal troughs 
It was emphasized in section 4.9 that the most important 
analytical. characteristic of any front is that it shall move in 
a manner consistent with the motion of the colder of the two air 
masses which are the reason for its existence. In other words, · 
a frontal surface is composed of particles of air which must 
move with the winds. This leads to the following simple test for 
determining whether a trough contains a front: U: t~ troµga ~ 
4™ lJ.Q.1 ~"!.!!!!approximately~ component Q.f the ~ ~ 
u it, the trough ~ cw;oot c,9ntain ~ front. Note that this is 
only a necessary condition; it is not sufficient by itself to prove 
that a front actually is in the trough. A trough line could move 
at the proper speed and still not contain a front. 
Stationary troughs in particular can contain fronts only mo-
mentarily. The most common such trough in North America occurs on 
the lee (east) side of the Continental Divide. Unless the air mass 
following the front is dense enough to fill the trough, a front 
moving eastward across the Rocky Mountains may occupy this trough 
at a particular map time, but will move on through while the trough 
remains fixed. Needless to say, warm fronts moving through such a 
trough will not affect its stationary character. These troughs 
occur on the lee side of any mountain range oriented a.cross a deep 
current of air. Another kind of stationary trough occurs in South-
western U.S., and is most pronounced in sumner, the sea.son of the 
"Heat Low11, when it sometimes extends the full length of the 1West 
Coast. 
The most common non-frontal troughs in middle-latitude ocean 
areas occur in the wake of well-developed occluded cyclones {they 
also occur over land areas). This trough is often incorrectly an-
alyzed as a secondary cold front because it has a well-defined line 
of showers, cumulofonn clouds, and wind changes and pressure ten-
dencies across the trough line similar to those of the cold front. 
Nevertheless, it moves at speeds very much less than that of the 
often very strong winds which accompany any deep cyclone. If this 
phenomemnoccurs in an area with sufficiently dense network of 
reports, an analysis of the wind field will show that there is a 
definite line of longitudinal convergence in the trough, a result 
of a "surge" in the northwesterly or westerly winds of the polar 
or arctic air mass moving in behind the occluded cyclone. Other 
non-frontal troughs and precipitation areas will be discussed in 









Chap t er V CLASS IFICATIOU AND SYNOP.rIO CHARACTERIS1 CS Oli' 
EXTBATROPICAL CYCLONES 
5.1 Definitions and terminology 
The term czclone _ will be used to denote any area of closed 
counterclockwise circulation in the Northern Hemisphere•. ~ecause 
of the basic pressure-wind relationships ( see Chapter II), the 
center of such an area will also be a relative minimum in the 
pressure field; the term low can therefore be used interchBllgeably 
with cyclone. A fnntal ~ is a perturbation or undulation on a 
frontal surface; if such a wave has a point of minimum pressure, 
it will be called a wave gzclone. If the amplitude of such a wave 
increases with tillle, it will be cal.led ari uristable wave; otherwise, 
it is a stable wave. If the central pressure of a cyclone is de-
creasing with time, it is said to be deepening: filling is used to 
denote the converse situation. An unstable wave cyclone is usually 
deepening, and vice versa. When the more-rapidly moving cold front 
- -----
(1) ( 2) (3) (4) 
Fig. ,5.1 
of a wave cyclone overtakes the warm front, the cyclone is called 
an occluded gel~~• Typical stages in the life history of an un-
st able wave cyclone are shown in Fig. .5.1, and will be discussed in 
greater detail below. 
5.2 Crclogenesis 
Cyclones come into being or intensify because the pressure falls 
more rapidly at one point than it does in the surrounding area. The 
resultant increase in the intensity of the counterclockwise circula-
tion is called cyclogenesis. It can occur anywhere, but in middle 
and- high latitudes it is most likely to occur on a frontal trough. 
In this instance, the cyclogenesis begins at the lowest level and 
worl\:s gradually upward as the cyclone deepens. The reverse also oc-
curs: closed circulations aloft sometimes work downward until they 
appear on the surface chart. These cyclones rarely contain fronts, 
and are quasi-stationary or drift slowly westward a:nd/or equator-
ward. 
•Throughout this Chapter, it will be understood that only Northern 
Hemisphere •circulations are being discussed • 
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Wave cyclones on the other hand normally progress along the 
polar front with an eastward component and at an average rate of 
2.5 to JO l::nots, although 50 knots is not impossible, especially 
in the case of stable waves. ~oth the speed . and direction of 
movement of a surface cyclone therefore give good clues as to 
the nature and vertical extent of the cyclogenesis. 
Wave formation is more likely on slowly moving or stationary 
fronts than on rapidly moving fronts, and certain orographical areas 
are preferred localities for cyclogenesis. The Rockies, the Ozarks, 
and the Appalachians are examples in North Americ~ 
The most common surface indications of wave cyclogenesis are 
1) marked increase in katallobaric gradients, especially in 
the cold air; 
2) marked local changes in wind direction or speed; 
3) increasing cloudiness; 
and 4) start of precipitation on the cold-air side of front. 
The above criteria do not always give adequate warning; in many cases, 
the cyclone has already formed by the time these changes appear in 
the surf ace data. 
Cyclogenesis aloft and upper-air indications of surface cyclo-
genes is will be discussed in Chapter VI I. 
.5 • .3 Types of wave cyclones 
The change in wind velocity along an axis perpendicular to the 









combinations of vector 
pairs which involve shear 
are illustrated in Fig.5.2. 
The upper row shows the 
three pairs which give 
czclonic shear, while the 
lower row shows the oppo-
site or ¥ticYclonic 
shear combinations. Need-
less to say, only the A, 
~, and C types .are possible 
in frontal troughs (assum-
ing that the double she.ft 
vector represents flow in 
warm air) , and the Nor-
wegian discoverers of the polar front classified wave cyclones accord-
ingly*. 
* Note the similerity to (and liklihood of confusion with) the class-
ification in section 4.5 of fronts with respect to vertical motion 









There is some do11bt as to \'thether Type C wave cyclones act11ally 
occur, especially in middle latitudes where synoptic networks are 
dense enough to make positive identification po~sible. The most 
likely areas of formation of Type C waves would be 1) the trailing 
ends of polar fronts in the subtropics and 2) the Arctic Front. 
Winter is therefore the oniy season when such disturbances could 
occur. Cyclones do develop out of Type c· sheµ-. but they ., ar .e nc,n-
._ frontal.; tropical disturbances ·associated with. the so-called "waves• 
in the easterliesu are of this type. Type C wave cyclones, if they 
occur, would never occlude, since their lif~ cycle must be short, 
and their closed circulations, if ~ are of -3:_:Lm}.ted extent • . , 
The most common and by now classical wave cycione i~ of Type~. 
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cess. This cyclone often 
moves, deepens, and occludes 
with great rapidity. Some of 
its principal frontal charac-
teristics, and Cs, As, and 
precipitation shields have 
already been discussed in 
Chapter IV. i' ig. 5.) shows 
an idealized model, with 
cyclonically curved isobars 
in the cold air mass and 
straight parallel isobars in 
the warm sector. The warm 
front generally increases in 
intensity, while the cold 
front becomes more diffuse. 
The isobar ·kinks, especially 
along the cold front, are 
slight. The warm sector is quite homogeneous with respect to tempera-
ture (VT .:::=:. O). It should be emphasized that this is a highly ideal-
ized version of the cyclone model which can seldom be made to agree 
with the actual data in a dense synoptic network. The most frequent 
modifications and exceptions will be discussed in later sections. 
~- --
Fig •.. 5.4 
Of less frequent occurrence 
(but by no means rare) is the 
Type A wave cyclone shown in 
Fig. ,5.4. This wave moves even 
more rapidly than the Type :S 
wave, but seldom deepens or 
occludes. Its cold-air isobars 
a.re anticyclonically curved end 
its pressure field as a whole 
is symmetrical. Frontogenesis 
along the cold front and front- -
* 11wave11 here refers not to a perturbation on a frontal surface but 




olysis along the warm front 
are common. This type of 
wave cyclone normally occurs 
in the synoptic situation 
~hown in Fig. 5. 5, as the 
second or third member of a 
frontal. cyclone family. 
Rapid ' cyclogenes"is often 
occura when the wave over-
talces the occluded system 
ahead of it. The resultant 
complications of analysis 
will be discussed in great-
er detail in section 5.7. 
.5.4 Tlie occlusion of unsteble wave cyclones 
If the warm front of a wave cyclone moves more slowly than 
the cold front, the warm sector gradually shrinks as the cold front 
Fig. 5.6 
overtakes the warm front. This process is illustrated in the three 
pc rto of Fi ~. 5.6, which also depict the deformation of the frontal 
surfaces, · by sho,·1ing vertical cross-sections parallel to the generel 
direction of motion. What happens when the cold front actu.e.lly-
overtak es the wam front is determined by the relative densities of 
the a ir masses on the cold sides of the two fronts. If the air 2head 
of the warm front is colder thBn the cool air behind the cold front, 
th en the cool air will overrun the cold air, and the warm air will 























The warm front is pa.rtia:J.].;r 9verlapped by t~ cold front, and the 
resultant configuration is called a lSrJll--'Em. qcc]Juiop, and the · 
front a. ~ q_ccl!l.,ded ~. The opposite combination is shown in 
Fig. 5.8, which :represen~s a typical ~rtical cross-aection tl;i.rougb. 
a wg. occluded~- ,~ the following two sections, the full 
J-dimensional geometrical and meteorological. ramifications of each 
of these two occlusion processes will be investigated. One of the 
principal results will be a stage (4) to complete the sequence of 
Fig. 5.6, for each type of occlusion. 
The general orientation of the frontal systepi along which a wave 
cyclone mov.es-usually " determines whether it will occlude or not and 
if so, what type of occlusion is most .likely to form. In Jig. 5.9, 
l'ig. s. 9 
the wave on the left is unlikely to occlude at all, the one in the 
center \'fill become a cold-type if it occludes, and only the wa'V8 
moving poleward is ·a.pt to become a warm-type occlusion. ..Type A 
wavee• ~f occlusion occurs, would show very lJttle contrast across 
the front, ,-1ith 'slightly greater chance of colder air to the west-
ward. The above applicetions of extended analysis naturally !l,Q Jld 





li' ig. 5.10 
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5.5 The warm-type occlusion 
At points between L and 
P in Fig. 5.10, t};e cross-
. section .c-c 1 of fig. 5.11 is 
_typical, the · princ'ipal varia-
tion being in the length bf •· 
OA and the height of .Al3 in 
Fig. 5.11. Fig. 5.7 differs 
from its counterparts in most 
meteorological texts in one 
slight but theoretically sig-
nificant wsy: the slope rela-
tion of section 4.4 requires 
that the slope of OB must be 
steeper than that of BC because 
Df p along OB is less than 
Df p along BC. 
In order to arrive at a geometrically c~mple~e picture of the 
J-dimensional structure of occluded systems, it will be assumed in 
\ t hf.'lt follows th at th e frontal surface on which the wave cyclone 
neveloped and occluded was and remains ·a continuous surface. This 
means that no break~, rips, or holes will occi;,.r in eny of the 
frontal surfaces involved. 
' I 
~ warm 
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With the above eBswnption in mind, it is now possible to 
construct by purely geometrical reasoning the vertical cross-
section.sin Fig. ;.11, the horizontal positions of which are indi-
cete~ in Fig. 5.10. Of these sections, only d-d.1 a:n.dJ-J• are of 














e::dsting texts on synoptic Jileteorology. The spatial relationships 
among t he- various vertical cross-sections are best e:xplPined by 
reference. to the 3-dimensionaJ. di3gram of Fig • .5. 12, which is 
l e ttered at significant points in the same wey as Figs • .5.10 and 
5.11, and r epresents on s larger scale stage (4) of Fig. 5.6 for 
wann-type occlusions. 
In Fig. 5.12, the area L'BPOL is the occluded part of the 
warm front, the curve DP is the upper cold front, and the curve 
LAP is its projection on the horizontal. Note that after rising 
from P to :B, trui ~ front returns ~a.in t_g ~ surface fil.. b 
Tb~ warm front is actually less occlu.ded near L- than it is at o, 
e..nd in fact at Lit is not occluded at all. This odd geometrica1 
result is nev ~rtheless meteorologically consistent, since it is at 
L t hat t ~e ~nsity. contrast between the cold and cool air ma.s~es 
dis appe ars, and the air . .mass cannot overrun or undercut itself. 
Some meteorologists have often erroneously applied this re~oning 
to every point along LOP, thus 11proving 11 that ,occluded fronts 
cannot -0ccur. This is equivalent . to ~sserting there is~ eny 
significan~ density contrest bet~een the cold air under the cold 
frontal surf .ace and the col9- air under the warm frontal surface. 
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As a further aid in delin eating the structure of the warm-type 








Fig. 5.lJ are drawn in plan view in Fig. 5.14. Contour O is of course 
the surface frontal pattern. The patterns of contours J and 4 are 





aloft which is associated with occluded systems, but contour l, which 
is at a level below the highest point reached by the upper cold front, 
and contour 2, which is exactly at the highest level reached by the 
upper front, are more complicated. Fig. 5.15 shows that at these 
levels, the warm air around L is cut off (or s~cluded) from the air 
in the warm sector. Configurations of this type are called seclusions. 
In mature occlusions, point B could well be over 5000 feet high, so 
patterns of the type shown in Fi g. 5.15, as well as the simple open 
warm tongues, should appear in the frontal analysis of 850mb. charts. 
Contours O end 2 are limiting shapes for contour 1: if l is lowered 
toward 01 the loop enclosing L shrinks; if 1 is raised toward 2, the 
loop grows to its maximum size before opening into the tongue-shape 













Whether the i de alized structure described above actually occurs 
in nature is not known. Well-occluded cyclones seldom occur in the 
densest part of th e existi ng upper-air synoptic networks, and even 
then it is doubtful if dat a would be sufficiently numerous to permit 
only one possible anolysis. Evidence of the upper cold front can 
sometimes be found in surface 
data. however. The most 
reliable identifying cherac-
teristics are 
1) a line of marked cold-
frontal precipitation and 
cloud types superimposed on 
the warm-frontal types ahead 
of the occluded front; 
2) a line of tendency discon-
tinuities; and 
J) a slight but distinct 
pressure trough. 
The pressure trough and the 
accompanying isobar kinks 
are often more distinct at the 
Fig .. .5. 16 upper front than they are at 
the surface occluded front. 
Typical isobaric patterns, tendency fields, winds and weather distri-
bution are shown in Fig. 5.16. The int ensity of weather along the 
upper front decreases with dist ance from the peak of the warm sector, 
and both fronts become progressively weaker and more diffuse near the 
center of low pressure. Note that the closed isobars are very nearly 
circular; this is typical of all matur e occlusions undistorted by 
orographic barriers. 
The warm-type occlusion is found most often in winter in the east-
ern parts of oceans near the west coa sts of continents, since the mari-
time air to the west is warmer than the continental air to the east. 
Particularly if th e warm front is retarded by mountainous terrain, the 
occlusion process proceeds with marked efficiency, and the upper cold 
front moves well out ahead of the surface occluded front. The surface 
occlusion . gradually frontolyzes without moving very far inland, but 
the upper cold front often cros se s the mounta ins, becoming a surface 
cold front when it reaches th e hi gher elevations. 
In the final analysis, only conclusive evidence of the upper cold 
front can prove beyond doubt th at an occluded cyclone is a warm-type 
occlusion. Isoth erm patt erns at 850mb. si milar to contours 2,J, or 
4 of Fig. 5.14 are not suffici ent, because such patterns also occur 
with cold-type occlusions. 
5.6 The cold-ty-pe occlusion 
In this section, the cold-type occlusion will be treated in a. 
manner similar to the discussion of section 5.5 for the warm-type 
occlusion. The continuity 
of th e frontal surface will 











Fig. 5.17 corresponds to 
Fig. 5.10, as does the 
cross-section c-c 1 of 
Fie. 5.8 to that of Fig.5.7. 
The first significant 
difference to be noted is 
that the distance AO of 
Fig. 5.8 is much less than 
OA of Fig. 5. 7. This is 
due to the greater steep-
ness of the front being 
occluded, and results in 
the projection of the upper 
warm front PAL of Fig. 5.17 
being much closer to the 
surface occluded front LOP. 
They are so near in fact as 
to be synoptically indis-
tinguishable, and ~ ~ ~ f...£.QB.B is ~ shown QB ~ surface 
an~sis. However, in order to keep the discussion of this section 
parallel to that of section 5.5, the lines POL and PAL will be kept 
distinct. 
All the vertical cross-sections except c-c• and f-f 1 of 
Fig. 5.17 will be the same as those shown in Fig. 5.11, since they do 
not involve the occluded 
f 
part of the cold front. 
Section c-c• has already been 
shown in Fig. ,5.8, and f-f 1 
for the cold-type occlusion 
warm is sho,m in Fig. ,5.18. 




difference between Figs. 
5.10 and 5.17 is in the 
orientation of the occluded 
front. The warm type is 
more 11bent back" while the cold type has a more upright position ,-,i th 
the center Loften ahead of the peak of the warm sector P. The sur-






The analogues of Figs. 5.13 and 5.14 are Figs. 5.19 and 5.20 
shown below. Contours 2,J and 4, being at or above the highest 
~------:a,,'-. - - 4 
___ __:::,,,-.::--,..--~.,C------3 
----- ~ ..,,-.----- 2 
Fig. 5.19 4 
Fig. 5.20 
level reached by the occlusion process, are essentiaJ.ly unaffected 




Contours 1 and 2 are shown in Fig. 5.21. There is some reason 
to believe that the secluded loops are smaller in the cold type 
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than in the warm type, but this statement is based on theoretical 
considerations, not on actual data. Fig. 5.22 below is the 
counterpart of Fig. S.12 for the cold-type occlusion. 
Fig. 5.22 
The idealized frontal structure, isobaric and isallobaric 
patterns, wind and weather distribution around the cold occlusion 
Fig. 5.23 
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are depicted in Fig.5.23. 
The weather along the 
cold occluded front is 
essentially the same as 
that of the cold front, 
but it is preceeded by 
typical warm-frontal 
clouds and precipitation. 
The precipitation shield 
accompa.eying this occlu-
sion is often quite narrow, 
and in most case.a covers 
much less area than its 
warm-type counterpart. 
The remaining para-
graphs ofihis section 
are devoted to a discus-
sion of synoptic compli-
cations often associated 







Positive identification of the cold-type occlusion is difficult 
because 1) there is no synoptically distinguishable upper front 
~nd 2) simple cold fronts, if the warm air is convectively stable, 
incorrect correct 
Fig. 5.24 
will also be preceded by stratiform clouds and steady precipita-
tion, due to the large-scale convergence in the southerly flow 
which is characteristic of some warm sectors. Especiltlly if 
there is a ••secondary" warm front, a.s in Fig. 5.24, the 11occlu-
sionn is suspect, since the typically short meridional warm front 
is located at the same pl~ce that a pre-cold frontal trough often 
appears. A more plausible solution is the right side of Fig. 5.24, 
which shows two of the most common and important deviations from 
the traditional Type] cyclone model, the pre-frontal trough and 
the strong cross-isobar southerly flow in the warm sector. Final 
decision as to which solution is correct rests in the thermal 
structure of the system Dloft. If the isdtherms at 850rnb. are 
similRr in pattern to the frontal contours shown in Fig.5.20, 
then the occluded structure is more plausible; if they are approx-
imately parallel to the frontal structure on the right in Fig.5.24, 
then it is definitely the correct solution. Absence of a warm 
front inversion in a RAO~ taken in the southerly flow would also 
be good evidence against the occluded structure. 
Another difficulty encountered in connection with cold occlu-
sions is the apparent regeneration of the occluded front as a. 
simple cold front. The successive time cross-sections of Fig.5.25 
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represent a gradual •ea.ting up" of the warm front by the much more 
rapidly moving cold front. Whether or not this process can occur 
cool 
Fig. 5.25 
everywhere along the front, especially near the center of the cyclone, 
is open to question. Unless an injection of fresh polar air takes 
place near the old ce_nter, it would seem to be better practice to 
carry the front as an occlusion. 
Cold-type occlusions are quite common in the western parts of 
oceans in winter. Even the poleward-moving wave of Fig. 5.9 will 
develop into the cold tYJ>e as the cold continental air meets the 
cool maritime air off the east coast of a continent. Such occlusions 
:md other cold-type occlusions which develop in mid-ocean can arrive 
off the west coast of a continent still intact and fully occluded. 
Su.ch systems are exceptions to the discussion of page 5-9, \1hich 
assumes that the wave occludes only after reaching t he west coast of 
a continent. If a cold shallow layer of continental air occupies the 
area between the coastal ranges and the sea, the arrival of a cold 




illnstrated in Fig. 5.26. In either case, the surf ace indications 
are very much the same as those for the upper cold front of the 
warm-type occlusion. Exactly what is happening can only be deter-
mined by a thoro,igh J-dimensional analysis of the temperature and 
wind fields, partic"larly along the section A-A1 • Many meteorol-
ogists prefer to simplify the analysis by ignoring the failure of 
the surface wind t o shift and the surface temperature to drop and 









5• 7 Secondary cyclones 
The second and yo11nger members of a family of cyclones on a. 
polar front are called secondary cyclones. Three types will be 
distinguished: 
a) Type A wave cyclones, 
b ) Type ::e wave cyclones, 
and c) "Skegerrak: 11 cyclones. 
The first two types have already been discussed in section 5• 3• 
The third type was named by its Norwegian discoverers for the area 
where it was most likely to occur. It was originally tho11ght to 
have been ca.,,sed by the orography of the so,,thern Scandinavian 
peninsnla. Similar occ,1rrences at other orographically preferred 
areas of the world lent further confirmation to this theory, but it 
is now kno,m to occur even over the open ocean. 11Ska~erraking" is 
therefore ~ ~ denote czclo~enesis ~ ~ Eeak !21 the ~ sector 




Typical stages in the process are shown in Fig. 5.27. Principal 
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surface indications of this type of cyclogenesis are 
1) spreading of isobars north of peak of warm sector, 
2) large negative isallobars near the peak. especially in the 
warm air, 
J) diverging isobars in the warm sector, 
4) increasing intensity of precipitation near the peak, 
end 5) increasing cross-isobaric flow around the peak. 
As in the case of wave cyclogenesis, there are also some upper-air 
indications of ~kagerraking to be discussed in Chapter VII. 
Orography ,,ndoubtedly plays a great role in certain preferred 
areas of Skagerraking, but over the ocean some other factor must be 
operative. In some cases, a rapidly moving Type A wave which over-
takes the slow movin& occlusion ahead of it, as in Fig. 5 • .5, mey be 
the cyclogenetic agent. 
Whatever its ca,,ses, this type of cyclogenesis proceeds with 
&;ree.t efficiency. The new occlnsion forms immedia.tely, and soon 
overshadows its predecessor in area and intensity. However, the 
old occl"sion, having greater vertical extent, exerts a certain con-
trol on the movement of the new center, which at first follows the 
periphery of the old center. Later the two centers pivot cyclonically 
about a point somewhere on the axis joining them, nntil the old center ( ) 
has filled and loses its separate identity. 
11Skagerraking 11 can take place with either the warm- or cold-type 
occlusionj if it occ,1rs near a west coast in winter, there is a good 
chance that the new occlnsion will be of the wa.rm type. 
· ,5.8 Warm-sector troughs 
The most comnon wq in which frontal cyclones differ from the 
~dealized model is thro,,gh the presence of a non-frontal trough in 
the warm air. Fig. ,5.24 above shows one example. Two others are 









ill,,strated in Figs • .5.28 rind .5.29. The front in Fi g • .5.28 can 
oe q11it.e int ense, ~t the co],d front in Fig. ,5. 29 is generelly we ale 
P.nd diffn se, since the pre-frontal tro,,gh is more m::.rked than the 
front e l tro,,gb. The tro,1£;h in Fig. ,5.28 can on occasion conte.in a 
cold front, in which case its extension north. of the principal front 
mnst be carried as an npper cold front. Cyclones in lo w latitudes 
(subtropics) in particnlar commonly have pre-front al tro11ghs of the 
type shol'm in Fig. 5.29. Altho,,gh most of th o definite examples of 
this type of wave cyclone are fonnd. in the dense synoptic networks 
of pop1Jlated areas, there is no reason -to believe th at they occur 
only over land, and more• attention should be devoted to indications 
of the pre-frontal trough in ocean analysis • 
.5-.9 The s911all line or instability line 
During the spring and fall seasons there develops in the son.t hern 
plains states of the U. S. a type of wave cyclone which has a squdl 
line or instability line in its warm sector. At _first glance this 
cyclone appears to be the SP.me as the one discitssed at the end of the 
previous section, b'+t it 
differs in several ways,the 
most important of which is 
the extreme violence of the 
associated instability 
phenomena. Tornadoes, hea-vy 
th1mderstorms and showers 
mark the instability line, 
represented in Fig. 5.JO .by 
the - • •-. __ symbol. 
Very abr 1,pt press,1re changes, 
reflected in the typical 
isobaric patterns of Fig.5.30, 
have been verified by close 
study of a dense synoptic 
netwoJ'k• Some meteorologists 
have even s,,ggested thctt the 
isobars are P.ct~i.aJ.ly discon-
Fig. 5.30 tinnous at the instability 
line. 
Theoretical explanation of this phenomenon is still incomplete, 
but its synoptic characteristics are quite definite. Typical of the 
area to the east of the line is the pseudo-wann frontal weather 
prt:!yiously noted in connection with false occlusions of the cold type . 
~tween the cold front aI?,d the instability line is an area of clear-
ing slq.e;s and high temperatures., except in a narrow belt recently . 
. t_raversed by showers and thunderstorms. The cold front has little 
weather or clouds assoc _iated with it, but the temperature contrast 
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is fairly marked. There is good reason to believe that this cold 
front comes near to being Type C all the way to the ground. A vertical 
cross section through 
t he warm sector might 
then look something 
like Fig. 5.31. 
The instability 
line is not necessar-
illy confined to the 
warm sectors of wave 
cyclones. In some 
instances it has been 
first identified be-
hind the cold front., 
which it overtakes 
Fig. 5.31 and passes as it 
moves out in the warm 
sector. It also can extend poleward or the warm front, and often re-
tains its identidy during the occlusion process. This can lead to the 
curious situation of a cold occlusion with an apparent 11upper cold 
front"., the instability line. 
Because the instability line has :many or the characteristics of 
an upper cold front, alternative solutions to this synoptic situation 
have been proposed. Two examples can be found in [1, pp.653-655] and 
l 4., pp.l 7-18]. More recent treatments of the subject or squal1 lines 
are given in [5., pp.647-652 and pp. 716-717]. 
5.10 Upper . cold fronts . 
Occasiona.1ly one frontal system will overtake or meet another such 
system., and in the same way that the cold front overtakes thew.rm 
front in the occlusion process. The result can be a cyclone w.ith an 











The closed isobars are a result of the intersection of the two frontal 
troughs. Tbs most common example of this situation occurs in the 
Rocky Mountain area in winter when the mP air crosses the mountains 
behind a cold front. As long as this front rides on another discon-
tinuity surface it is a true upper front., with kinks in the isobars 
that cross it. However, when the ~ discontinuity disap~ars, 
~ ~ the isobar ld..r\k., and the front becomes a trough., although it 
retains many of the other characteristics of an upper cold front., 
including continuity in eastward movement. 
5.11 Czclolysis 
When pressure at the center of a cyclone increases at a greater 
rate than in the surrounding area., the intensity of the cyclonic 
circulation decreases. This process is called ~loJ.ysis. It can 
occur even before occlusion begins., in the case of stable waves., and 
always takes place in mature occlusions. In the case of frontal 
cyclones, frontolysis also occurs during cyclolysis. Examples of 
occlusions undergoing both cyclolysis and frontolysis are stage (4) 
of Fig. 5.1 and stages (2)., (3), and (4) of Fig. 5.27. 
5.12 Summary 
The following table presents average values of certain numerical. 
characteristics. o:t: . various stages in the life cycle of an unstable 
wave cyclone: 
Wave Mature 
Cyclone Occlusion Occlusion Cy-clo~sis 
Centrµ 
Pressure lol.4-1002 999-990 984-968 990-1002 
(mbs.) 
Direction of 
Movement NE to NNE to N to 
' (toward) SE N NNW' Speed of Movement 30-35 20-25 10-15 o-5 
(!mots) 
Time 
(hours) 0 12-24 24-.36 36-72 
The , symbol indicates that the fj] Jing center drifts slowly in a 
counterclockwise direction along an approximately circular path about 
a fixed point. 
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Data given above are to be used only as a guide to analysis 
principally in areas of sparse reports. Actual val.ues may deviate 
greatly fran these averages. Note al.so that the table applies 
only to wave cyclones. Non-frontal cyclones and 11Skagerraks 11 
behave in entirely different fashion., some aspects of which were 
discussed in sections 5.2 and 5.7. • 
The usefulness of the table stems from the fact that often only 
one or two of the listed characteristics may be lmown; the table 
may then be used to fill in the missing features. For example, it 
may be lmown that a low pressure center has been moving for 18 hours 
in a NE direction at about 25 knots. The table shows that it shou1d 
probably be drawn as an occlusion with central pressure somewhat 
under 1000 mbs. 
Mature occlusions have usually moved into areas of sparse 
reports. With no data available., the table shows that such systems 
should be move~ in a generally poleward direction at about 10 lmots 
















Chapter VI EVALUATION OF DATA ( SURFACE CHART) 
6.l Diurnal variation of meteorological elements 
In the general process of determining the significance of meteor-
ological data, not only is the present value of a particular datum im-
portant; how it has arrived at that value is also important. Process-
ing of large numbers of observations for each hour of the day has 
shown that a certain kind and amount of change in any meteorological 
variable can be expected simply because of the varying times of ~ 
of the observation. This change has been called the diurnal variation 
of the element. The particular kind and amount of this variation, for 
the several meteorological elements, is discussed quite adequately in 
[l, PP• 746-753] , and will not be repeated here. 
6.2 'Detection of erroneous data 
The validity of a report or pa.rt of a report becomes suspect when it 
1) is inconsistent with nearby reports (in the case of dense 
synoptic networks) 
2) contains internal inconsistencies, 
or J) leads to marked or unlikely changes in conti~uity · or 
history (in areas of sparse data). 
The first case is principally a problem of ~ocal analysis, by 
comparison of neighboring data; in the second case, local analysis is 
again the primary tool, b\tt care should be taken that a.a.ta being com-
pared are observed at the same level and over the same type of under-
lying surface. The last case presents the most difficult problem of 
all, often involving an isolated erroneous report, and requires the 
application of all the categories of analytical tools. If the isolated 
station reports at hourly or J-hourly intervals, local analysis can be 
used, as in the case of dense networks, and the problem is simplified 
to a great extent. If hourly or J-hourly reports are not available, 
it is often impossible to assess the validity of an isolated report. 
In such cases only one general rule, based soiely on experience, can 
be cited as guidance for the student analyst: ~ disregard an 
isolated !:_!U>Qrt s:impl::z because it ~ difficult to · ID u intq ~ pre-
conceived pattern. ,!! ~ ™ "v.s!:il.4 ~~ reason muJU ~ ~ 
ill not drawiµe: to such@- ~ort. Every analyst has ignored this 
rule at least once, only to find on the next cha.rt confirmation of 
the data which he disregarded on a 11hunch". 
It is worth while to consider some of the internal consistencies 
which an individual report must have. If any of the following con-
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ditions are violated, either one or both of the coupled elements 
of the report must be re-evaluated: 
1) TT ~ TdT& 
2) TT ~ TdTd if ww is = or precipitation, 
J) PPP and ppa consistent with PPP of previous reports(this 
is particularly s:imple when applied to J-hou.rly sequences), 
4) if VV is restricted, ww should be fog, drizzle, heavy pre-
cipitation, etc., 
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Fig.6.1 shows examples of the various types of inconsistencies 
listed above. 
Random errors are the most di fficult to detect, unless they 
are large, while systematic or repeated errors are more easily dis-
covered and corrected. 
6.3 Classification and correction of errors in data 
1 Once an error is detected, the data must not be discarded ar-
bitrarily; some attempt to estimate the proper correction should be 
made. The most suitable correction is often obvious from the method 
of discovery of the error, but it must still be justified by a 
careful consideration of possible sources of the error. A convenient 
classification of errors by source is the following: 
a) errors due to encoding, transmission, d.ecodi~g, and 
plotting; 
b) errors of observation; 
and c) computational errors in data not directly observed. 
Errors of group a) are essentially ggnmupicatiop errors. Mis- . 
ta.lees in decoding or plotting are the most easily checked, re~uiring 














always be the first step toward correction of inconsistent or 
suspect data. A thorough understanding of the codes and units 
in which synoptic reports are transmitted is absolutely essential 
to the map analyst if he is to make an accurate estimate of the 
size of the logical correction. The most common errors of this . 
type involve substitution of a neighboring digit for the correct 
one in the numerical code, for example, a 5 or a 7 for a 6. Since 
this can happen at a:n:y stage in the cha.in of communication, it 
may occur more than once to the same code position, and differences 
of 2 or more have been known to occur. These errors are equally 
probable at any position in axJY' numerica1 group, but only those 
occurring at :positions where the units being transmitted are fairly 
large will be detectable and correctable. Thus errors in the tens 
digit of pressure or temperature are usually obvious, but similar 
transpositions in the units digit cannot be identified so easily. 
Errors of this type are also common in wind direction and ship 
position reports. 
As the number of errors or inconsistencies in a single report 
increases, so does the probability that the remainder of the report 
is also erroneous. The most likely explanations in such a case are 
that the message has been so garbled as to prevent positive identi-
fication of the number groups, or that the report has been plotted 
in the wrong position due to garbles in the station number and time 
group (land reports) or the position group (ship reports). In the 
latter case, careful tracking of a ship along its course will reveal 
the error, even before a:ny analysis of the chart is begun. In the 
analysis of these ea well as other communication errors, a well-
trained, experienced and conscientious group of decoders and plotters 
is of inestimable value to the analyst. However, even the experienced 
plotter should never be allowed to change any element of a report. 
This is the Job of the analyst. The plotter should be instructed to 
put a question mark alongside any data which may appear dubious to 
him by reason of partial garbling of the message, report out of normal 
sequence, sudden Jump in ship movement, etc. 
Observational errors include instrumental errors, time errors, 
and, in the case of data not measured instrumentally, errors of Judg-
ment. Instrumental errors can be caused by improper calibration or 
adjustment, incorrect reading of scales, or unfavorable conditions 
such as heavy seas in the case of ship reports. Calibration and 
adjustment errors are usually repeated systematically and once spotted 
are easily corrected. The other instrumental errors are random or 
accidental, and can be corrected oyµy in a very general way by synoptic 
smoothing. ~ errors arise from failure to take observations at the 
exact time specified for a particular mapa Such errors are apprecia-
ble only when the elements being observed are changing rapidly, as 
in the case before, during, and after a marked frontal passage. Gener-
ally speaking, the larger the local tendency of a particular element, 
the greater the justification for suspecting its current value. 
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Errors of judeent ;!! estimatiog. of ~-instrumentally observed 
g,.ata are almost impossible to correct. The training and experience 
of the observer are the principal. factors involved, and only long 
comparison of the reliability of observations at a given station 
or ship with that of other stations or ships can lead to a fair 
estimate of the general usefulness of that station's reports. One 
common error in judgment which has been noted occurs in wind force 
reported by ships not equipped with anemometers; there is a tendency 
to overestimate the wind speed in unstable air and underestimate it 
in stable air. This is presumed to have its origin in the observed 
greater stress exerted on the water surface by unstable air, causing 
higher seas. 
C2mputations!l, errore are more likely in upper-air data than 
in sea-level data, since most of the latter are directly observed. 
Exceptions are sea-level pressure reductions, dew-point temperatures, 
and true wind speed and direction as reported by moving ships. The 
first two elements are generally taken directly from tables or graphs 
prepared especiaJ.ly for such calculations, and the errors arise prin-
cipally from the use of incorrect or unrepresentative entries to the 
tables and graphs. Unrepresentativeness will be discussed in the 
next section. True wind is determined aboard a moving ship by solv-
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Fig. 6.2 
ing graphically the vector problem 
illustrated in Fig. 6.2, in which 
S represents the ship 1 s course and 
speed, 1R. the anemometer wind (rel-
ative wind), and T is the computed 
true wind. It is quite easy for the 
inexperienced or untrained observer 
to arrange the vectors in Fig. 6.2 
incorrectly. Greatest reliance 
should be placed on reports from 
ships known to carry well-trained 
observers, such as weather ships, 
naval vessels, and large commercial liners. Many smaller vessels are 
not equipped with anemometers, in which case direct estimates of true 
wind are made, using the ~eaufort scale to correlate the state of the 
sea with wind speed (see finalremarks on errors of judgment in the 
preceding pa.ragraphl, 
6.5 Representativeness 
Even when ell the probable errors in a report are accounted for, 
parts of it m~ still be inconsistent with corresponding parts of 
other reports nearby or within the same air mass. Such a report is 
then said to be unrepresentati~ of the property being delineated. 
Any' meteorological element subject to purely local influences such as 
heating or cooling, terrain, water sources, local. convergence, etc. 










defined currents, ocean surfaces are more homogeneous horizontally 
than are land surfaces, so one would expect reports from ships and 
small islands to be more representative than continental reports. 
This is generally true, but important exceptions will be noted 
below. Similarly, properties of air in the friction layer are more 
subject to local influ.ences than are the correspondiDg elements in 
the free · atmospp.,ere. Here is the,principal reason for the continual 
insistence that no surface analysis can be considered complete until 
it has been shown to be geometrically and meteorologically consistent 
with correspondillg analyses in the free atmosphere. Since surface 
t 
or sea-level data are observed at the base of the friction layer, 
where local influences are most effective, it is easily possible to 
..find conditions W1der which each element of the surface report is 
non-representative. The remaining sections of this chapt'er will be 
devoted to a discussion and tabulation of these conditions. 
It should be noted that while inconsistency with other reports 
is sufficient to make its representativeness doubtful, the consistency 
with its neighbors by no means guarantees the representativeness of a 
particular report. An area of reports might be self-consistent and yet 
all the reports could be unrepresentative of the air mass as a whole, 
particularly that part above the friction layer. 
6.6 Sea-level pressure (PPP) 
Pressure at station level is by def~nition representative of the 
mass of the air column of unit cross-section above the station. Station 
pressures at different levels must be 
reduced to a common reference level if 
they are to be useful. Except in 
mountain or plateau regions this level 
is mean sea level. Sea-level pressure 
reported by a station not at sea level 
is a convenient fiction arrived at by 
substituting for the missing part of 
the air column, a column of non-exist-
ent air with an estimated mean density 
and of length equal to the altitude 
of the station, as shown in Fig.6.3. 
The representativeness of such derived 
pressures is thus determined by the 
Fi representativeness of the mass of the g. 
substitute column. Obviously, the 
shorter the column, the greater the chance of its having a representa-
tive mass. Overe~timates of mean density (understimates of mean 
temperature) will result in reported sea-level pressures that are 
unrepresentative on the high side and vice versa. Thus a mountain 
station with a temperature lower than its neighboring stations will 
report a higher sea level pressure. This is also the reason why the 
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intensity of thermal highs and lows in mountain and plateau areas 
is to some extent fictitious on sea-level charts. It is also 
the reason why some other level than sea level is chosen for refer-
ence in constructing weather charts of surface data. in those areas. 
Pressures reported by stations at or near the reference level 
are the most representative of all the meteorological elements, al-
though (especially in the case of ship reports) they are subject to 
error. 
Sea-level pressure reports from mountain stations which extend 
well above the average surrounding terrain should be disregarded in 
drawing the sea-level pressure patterns. For example, Leadville, 
Colorado (station 467), at 10,1.58 feet is about 5000 feet above sur-
rounding terrain and its pressure should generally not be drawn to. 
Other examples are Mt. Washington (N.H.) at 6274 feet and Mt. Mitchell 
(N.O.) at 6684 feet. 
6.7 Pressure tendency (ppa) 
Pressure tendencies as reported are station-level tendencies. 
They do not therefore partake of the non-representativeness of sea.-
level pressures for stations not at sea level. The characteristics 
of the tendency are so defined as to be representative of the shape 
of the barograph trace, but the magnitude and sign of the tendency 
are not always representative of the current change. The characteris-
tics / and '- , and to some extent ,/ and " , are associated with 
representative anounts, but the others are not. For example, a +o✓ 
Fig. 6.4 
would be reported for each of the traces 
shown in Fig. 6.4. In particular, the magni-
tudes of all tendencies immediately behind a 
front will be unrepresentative if the front 
has passed within three hours. 
As long as tendencies are being compared 
within a small area, it is not necessary to 
eliminate the diurnal tendency. To assess the 
significance of an isolated tendency,however, 
the diurnal contribution should be considered. 
The tendencies reported by moving ships contain an unrepresent-
ative component which is due to the ship's movement. The sign and 
magnitude of this component can be determined by drawing a vector 
representing the ship's movement in the last three hours and estimat-
ing the pressure difference between the ends of the movement vector. 
In Fig. 6.5, if ship A reported a tendency of -Jo,, the actual 
tendency would be +o✓ ; if ship l3 reported a +10✓, the actual 











when the ship is moving normal to 
tightly packed isoQarij at high speed 
and least when the ship is moving 
parallel to an isobar, regardless of 
spacing and s:peed. 
Tendencies for periods during 
which heavy showers, squalls or thunder-
storms have occurred are usuallq unrep-
resentative both in characteristic and 
amount. 
6.8 Surface air temperature (TT) 
The representative surface air temperature Tr is determined with 






rate) as shown in Fig. 6.6. Any pro-
cess or condition which tends to pro-
duce cooling in the lowest layers of 
the atmosphere wi],.l cause a low-level 
or ground inversion, the intensity of 
which is a measure of the resultant 
unrepresentativeness of the surface 
temper~ture. The most common such 
processes a.nd conditions are 1) noc-
turnal radiation, 2) advection over a 
colder surface, 3) drainage of cold 
air into valleys or "pockets" in ter-
rain, 4) snow on the ground, and .5) 
evaporation from local water source. 
All these processes except 2) and~) 
are ineffective or irrelevant at sea, 
so temperatures~ generally more 
~resentative a! §ea than cm land. 
The prevalence of these processes on land makes temperature the least 
representative of all the elements of the surface report from land 
stations. 
Fig. 6.6 also illustrates why a more unstable low layer will have 
e more representative surface temperature thPn a stable layer, and 
why maximum temperatures (Tx) are quite representative. 
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The following table summarizes the relative representativeness 
of temperature under various conditions; QD !!m.9:, surface tempera-
ture is 
most representative 
on afternoon maps 
* in unstable (cold) air masses 
* in areas of strong winds 
windward side of mountains 
on equatorward slopes of hills 
and mountains 
* when no precipitation is occur-
ing 
in cloudy areas at night 
on windward sides of laltes 
over grass covered ereas 
unrepresentative 
' on early morning maps 
* in stable ( warm) air masses 
* in areas of calm or light winds 
leeward side of mountains 
at valley bottoms end high 
peaks 
* during precipitation 
in clear areas at night 
on leeward sides of lakes 
in deserts, forests, and snow 
fields 
Statements marked with(*) are equally ·true of ship reports. 
In winter a snow-eover chart should be used as an aid in evaluat-
ing surface . temperatures. The edge of the snow-field often appears 
in the temperature field as a stationary pseudo-front, which cannot 
0 
be a front because stronB' cold winds blo\·1 right through it. ( ) 
Two exceptions to the representativeness of surface temperature 
Bt sea should be noted: l) marked ocean currents a:f'fect air temper ~-
ture over them; and 2) the internal uarmth of most modern ships 
makes proper exposure of thermometers almost impossible. Even with 
the best exposure, ship teraperatures appear to be about one degree 




Fig. 6. 7 
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Because the amount of unrepre-
sentativeness of surface temperature 
in e. warm stable e ir mass may exceed 
the frontal contrast, the paradox-
ical cf!se in which the temper~ .ture 
rises following a cold frontal pass-
age can occur. Typical vertical 
temperature distributions in such a 
situation &e shown in Fig. 6.7, 
where the solid line with ground in-
version represents conditions before 
the front passed, the broken line 
with the higher frontal inversion 
the post-frontal condition. 
Frontal temperature contrasts 
can Dlso be masked on night and 







mass is clear or nearly cloudless, with light winds, permitting 
a marked radiation inversion to form. Free-atmosphere temper~ 
tu.res should then be used in locating the frontal discontinuity, 
for example, the temperatures on the 850 mb. chart, where this 
surface is not too near the ground. 
Unrepresentative temperatures at stations well above sea 
level almost invariably result in unrepresentative reductions 
of station pressure to sea level, even though every attempt is 
made to compensate for its unrepresentativeness. The high-level 
stations under relative].Jr clear conditions at night and earlY 
morning report sea-level pressures too high,resulting in a "ficti-
tious high in the surface analysis. Such fictitious highs should 
be avoided by reference to the wind field just above the surface 
friction layers. The winds-aloft chart and the 850 mb. analysis 
are indispensable over the plateau region for this purpose. The 
centers of clock:wise · circulation at these levels (Northern 
H~misphere, accurately pinpoint the existence of true high-pressure 
centers. Where pressure reductions are representative, the high-
pres~ure center and center of clockwise circulation are generally 
coincident. 
6.9 Dew-point temperature (TdTd) 
The dew-point temperature is representative whenever the air 
temperature is, and u oj'ten re:pt,e__jentatjv,e ~ td1' temperatsre 
u W• This is due to t he fact that dew-point temperature is 
relatively unaffected by dry-adiabatic and isobaric non-adiabatic 
processes except those involvin g evaporation or condensation. At 
stations near a water source or anywhere where precipitation is 
occurring, dew-point temperature will be unrepresentative; under 
most other conditions it is more representative than temperature, 
and can often be used to find fronts when the temperature contrast 
is masked. 
The dew-point discontinuity is often the only means of locat-
ing the boundaries of an advancing wedge or tongue of mT air. This 
so-called 11dew-point front" generally is located near the 60°F • 
dew-point isotherm in winter. It occurs most often in the Gulf 
States and can only be identified conclusively af'ter it has moved 
well inland from the Gulf' Coast, because there is always some dew-
point contrast between a coastal and an inland station, due to the 
non-representativeness of dew-point temperature at coastal points. 
The western boundary of this marked dew-point contrast occurs in 
Te.xas and Southern Oklahoma during mu.ch of the year, particularly 
in the warmer seasons. This north-south line oscillates from west 
to east, but rarely moves east of Dallas. It separates the low 
dew points of dry cT air over the Southwest from the moist mT air 
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over the Southeast u. s. Even though it is -so pe~sistent as to be 
almost a climatological feature of this region, it is not a front. 
Since fog, drizzle, low stratus, and restricted visibilities are 
most likely to occur in this moist wedge or tongue, it is a fore-
casting necessity to keep track of its boundaries. Shading the 
whole tongue or wedge light~ is an analytical convenience which 
avoids the error of indicating it ,~s a front. 
Elevation dif;ferences bet~1een neighboring stations · in the same 
air mass generally sho¥ a much smaller difference in dew point 
than in air temperature. This is 4ue to the fact that the dew-point 
temperature diminishes vertically at only about one-fifth the rate 
of decrease of air temperature. 
For the reasons outlined above, the dew-point tem~rature is 
one of the most reliable and useful ~laments of the surface report. 
6.10 Wind direction and speed (dd ff) 
Wind in the friction layer is much more subject to local in-
fluences over land than over water. The principal causes are~-
~• vegeta .tive ~• a.nd ~ heatin~. In many places terrain 
permits air to move only in certain directions with respect to its 
own orientation. It also acts as a 11windbreak 11 for points on i ts 
lee side. Frictional drag varies with vegetative cover, e.nd local 
heating defonns the pressure pattern by realigning the surface 
isobars more nearly parallel to surface isothenns. For all these 
re~sons, a chart of winds above or near the top of the friction 
layer is indispensable to accurate surface analysis over , lahd areas. 
Except in very mountainous areas, the winds 2000 feet above the sur-
face (not above ~ ~) have been found adequate. The direction 
of movement of low clouds (Do) is also very useful in determining 
the reliability of surface wind direction. 
The thermal deformation of local isobar patterns is most marked 
along coast lines end lake shores, and results in adding to the -
representative wind a so-called sea- or 
land-breeze component. Typical sea-breeze 
components for the various coast- lines of 
a Northern Hemisphere continent ·or island 
are shovn in Fig. 6.8. Land-breeze com-
ponents are generally smaller and more 
normal to the shore line. An estimate of 
the representative . wind can be ·obtained 
by subtracting the sea- or land-breeze 
component vectorially from the (non- · 
F 6 8 representative) observed wind, or by con-ig. • 















The winds reported from quite small islands often show evidence 
of sea-breeze components. 
Local convective activity can af;f'ect surface winds to a 
marked extent in the immediate vicinity, because of the extreme 
local convergence and divergence necessary to maintain or com-
pensate for the vertical motion. 
~~surfaces, wind direction and speed can be 
most representative 
in open flat areas 
over bare soil 
windward side of orographic 
obstructions 
• in unstable air masses 
in daytime, 
unrepresentative 
at coastal or island stations · 
at mountain or valley stations 
in forested areas 
leeward side of orographic 
obstructions 
* in stable air masses 
at night 
• near l:'!r, ~. ~ 1 s, etc. 
Items marked (*) apply equally to winds at sea. 
All the factors discussed above affect both the speed and 
direction of the wind. There is a further important correlation 
between these two properties of air motion: direction u,.most 
~resentative when speed u Beaufort ,l cg greater. Unless there 
is reason to believe that it l;l.lso is unrepresentative. pressure 
should be given precedence over wind direction in drawing isobars 
in areas of light winds. 
6.ll Present weather (ww) 
The weath er occurring at a station is most likely to be repre-
sentative if it extends over an appreciable length of time, but 
even intermittent precipitation can be scattered throughout an air 
mass and hence would be representative. Once the possibility of 
error has been el:lminated, it is almost always necessary to assume 
that reported present weather is representative. 
Smoke• dust, sand, haze, and fog are often extremely local 
phenomena, and hence can be unrepresentative. However, fog and 
dust can be characteristic of a large part of an air mass, particu-
larly advection fog and th e dust storms of Southwestern U. s. 
The time of observation, with respect to the diurnal maxima 
of various tYPes of weather, should also be considered. 
High and middle clouds are more likely to be representative 
than low clouds, or clouds with great vertical developnent. As in 
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the case of present weather, t he diurnal variation of the latter 
types is important in the evaluation of their representativeness. 
A striking example of unrepresentative low cloud is the west-
coast stratus, which rarely extends inland for any appreciable dis-
tance. 
6.13 Visibility (VV) 
Only restricted visibilities are likely to be unrepresentative. 
Such visibilities are usually associated with unrepresentative present 
weather, as discussed in section 6.11 above. Low visibilities are not 
likely to be the result of errors of judgment, due to the existence of 
markers at accurately known distances. 
6.14 Synoptic smoothing 
The elimination of erroneous and unrepresentative data from the 
final analysis of a weather map is known as sznoptic smoothing • . Skill 
in this aspect of analysis is acquired only after long experience in 
the application of local, intermediate, and extended analysis to pro-
blems presented by meteorological data which are sometimes absent, 
sometimes present in overwhelming amounts. The extensive catalogueof 
errors and unrepresentativeness presented above i~ not intended to 
leave the inexperienced analyst with the impression that nothing on a 
weather chart can be believed. This would lead to oversimplification 
which would smooth all significance out of the analysis. Considering 
the numerous sources of erroneous and unrepresentative data, meteor-
ological reports are on the whole remarkably accurate, and every 
attempt should be made at utilization in the most effective way. Data 
should never be arbitrarily rejected as being unrepresentative with-
out an adequate explanation in terms of the conditions described in 
the preceding sections, viz., time of day, nature and effect of under-
lying surface, elevation, topographic features, coastal effects, 








CHAPl'ER VII UPPER-Am CHARTS 
7.1 Data available 
At DI.IVJ;,Y' points in the atmosphere., extending in certain instances 
to altitudes or as 11111ch as 100,000 rt., some or all of the folloldng 
instrumental~ measured data are available 1 
a) pressure; 
b) temperature; 
c) relative humidity", or dew-point temperature; 
d) wind direction; 
and e) wind speed. 
These data are no:rmal~ obtained at 12-hour intervals., but sane (i.e • ., 
winds) mq be observed at 6-hour intervals. Items a)., b), and c) 
are obtained b;y rasondes or rawinsondes., d) and e) by rawins., raw.Ln-
sondes, or pibals. Weather reconnaissance aircraft, utilizing in-
flight observations aild dropsondes., also provide these data over 
specified ocean areas. Methods of obtaining data., accuracy or -various 
instruments, etc. are beyond the scope of these notes., bll.t methods 
of evaluating the data for ana.ql;ic purposes (analogous to Chapter VI 
for surface data) will be discussed in section 7.8 below. 




All the categories af analysis (lo~al., intermediate, and mended) 
are used in the preparation of upper-air charts as well as surface 
charts o Because the upper-air observing network is nowhere near as 
dense as the surface network., greater emphasis must necess~ be 
placed on the intermediate and extended categories. ()ncy in certain 
areas such as the United States are observations so numerous as to 
permit local analysis. The requirements of continuity- (history-) at 
a particular level, as wll as · 3-dimensional consistency with charts 
at levels both above and below, lem added importance to extended 
~sis, as in the sea-level case • 
The pri.maey' problem of upper-air analysis is the delineation 
of the fields of · pressure., temperature., moisture., and wind. As in 
slll"f'ace anal,ysis., the principal tool is the equiscalar .t~ ot 
isolines., discussed in section 2.3. When primary attention is focussed 
on the family of isob;ypses or contour lines., it will be referred to as 
Pier;1sure c!P!lrsis or ~eostwhic-~ ~sig; when on the famiq of 
isotherms as ~~rature apalysis, when on the isodrosotherml!I as 
moistm ~sis., and when on tbe field of wind speed as isotach 
anal,ysis. {Wind direction is normal'.cy delineated by str•amJ ine 
analysis, lmi.ch will be discussed :ill Chapter XIIo) 
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The maxil11um number of equiscalar families nonnally dram on one 
chart is three. More than this number on one chart resuJ.ts in a con-
glomerate mass or lines wich are practically ur4,nterpretable., even 
when each fam£cy' of lines is drawn in a di:t'ferent color. Greater 
flexibility and ease or interpretation is obtai.Dable through the use 
or transparent over~s, one set or lines an each sheet. ~ de-
sired combination or equiscalar families can then be assembled by 
superimposing the corresponding overlays o The principal disadvantage 
to the use or over~s is the l.ack o£ a permanent record of tba 
analysis for the historical file. 
7o3 Constant-pressure charts 
Al.l. the points in the atmosphere at which some property of air 
bas the same value constitute a 2-dimensional. surface (not necess~ 
either plane or horizontal) imbedded in the 3-dimensional. atmosphere. 
Such a surface is cal.l.ed a surf a.Qt or constant ~rt;t If' the 
property is pressure, it is called an isobaric surf ace; if tempera-
ture, an isothermal. surface; if potential. temperature., an isentr~ 
surface., etco Each or these surfaces has rel.ative advantages and 
disadvantages wen used as a basic reference chart for the del.ineatian 
or the plv'sical and dynamical state of the atmoSl)heN o These have 
been discussed very thoroughly by Petterssen in (8) o On almost al.l 
counts., th!_ isobaric @rl'ace is ~ QI superior ~ a;m: o~ surface 
a£ constant ~erty (the constant-level surface in particular). Some 
ar the reasons., both theoretical and practica1 1 are: 
l.) it is near~ horizontal (average slope 1/10,000) and 
hence approximately contains most atmospheric 
moti onsJ 
2) its contours or isoeypses represent geostrophic mot.ion 
and ~ same geostropbi,s: wind scal.e can ~ used ~ 
a1l constant-12ressure charts drawn on the same map 
projection., 
3) tewer sets or lines are required to delineate thl 
peysica1 state or the atmosphere, since isotherms 
in an isobaric surface are also isentropes., approx-
imate is9pycnics and isosteres, and lines or con-
stant saturation m:ix1.Dg ratio, while isodrosotherms 
are lines or constant mixing ratio or specific 
humidiV; 
4) vertical. wind shear (thermal w:lJld) in a layer is most 
eas~ represented by the gradient of thickness of 
the layer between its bounding isobaric surfaces; 
5) aircra.f't using pressure altimeters fly in isobaric 51µ.'-
faces; 
and 6) heights at fixed pressures are more easily canputed than 
pressures at fixed heights; and hence are less l.ikely 









The chart which represents an isobaric surface is called a 
9-.onstant-p;cassure ~ 1 and each constant-pressure chart is labelled 
with the value of the ( constant) pressure represented., such as the 
700-mb chart, 500-mb chart., etc., The basic equiscalar !~ of 
lines used to represent the isobaric surface on a constant-pressure 
chart is the set of ~ntO.]lr ~ or ~....!b These lines pl.a1' 
the sam role on the constant-pressure charts as do the isobars on 
the surface (sea-level) chart., A geostrophic wind scale for contour 
spacing., analogous to that of Appendix II for isobar spacing, is 
reproduced as Appendix III., 
The remainder of this section will be devoted to a listing and 
brief summary of the principal uses of the constant-pressure charts ~ 
most commoncy prepared todq. 
The 1000-.mb chart corresponds to the sea-level chart, and is 
used principalij to provide a base :for l~er-wise ~sis of the lower 
strata of the atmosphere when used in conjunction with the three follow-
ing charts. Contour interval is usual~ 100 ft or 200 :rt., 
The 850-.mb chart$ mean elevation about 5000 ft 1 is used mostly 
to determine the representativeness of surface winds and temperatures, 
depth of moisture patterns in winterll and to replace the surface charl 
in mountain and plateau areas where the meen elevation is around 
5000 :rt. Both temperature (frontal) and moisture analysis should be 
carried out on this chart, and its analysis should al.~s be made in 
close coordination with that of the surface chartJ whenever possible, 
the two analyses should be carried out simultaneous'.cy'. Contour i.Dter-
val is the same as for the 1000-mb chart., 
The 700-mb cbarl,p mean elevation about lOgOOO ftg is used princi-
pal'.cy to determine vertical extent and structure of fronts and pressure 
aystems.9 or to~ the role of the 850-mb chart over elevated areas. 
It also pl.qs the role of the 850-mb chart. in moisture anal.ysis in 
the summer when moist tongue21 extend to greater heights · than in 'Winter., 
due to greater convective activity., Transport aircraft, particularly 
over ocean areas.P f'.cy- near the 700-mb level 1 and this chart is probab:cy' 
the most widely used operational chart. Contour interval is 200 ft. 
The 50Qmmb charts, at about 18gOOO ft.Pis the most used of aJ.1 
upper-air charts ?or prognostic purposes. For various reasons, this 
chart cmnes nearest to representing the mean state of the atmosphere 
at the time of observa.tionD In addition to representing the wind 
structure at a common flight al.titude (for piston-engined aircraft), 
it is also used extensively in forecasting movement and developnent 
of fronts and pressure systems at lower levels_, sea level in particular. 
Since it divides the atmosphere with respect to mass, it is often used 
in conjunction -with the 1000--mb chart to provide a ~er ~sis of 
the lower half of the atmospheree When no 200-mb or 300-mb anacysia 
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is available,11 it gives a fair approximation to the (horizontal) 
position of the jet streamo Because the mnollllt of data available 
decreases rapid:cy- above this level,11 the 500-mb chart provides an 
important base on which to ccnst:ruct higher level analyseso Contour 
interval is 200 ft. 
The ~O-mb chart, at about 30,000 ft., gives tbe best representa-
tion oft jet stream, provided sufficient information is available, 
since it comes nearer to intersecting the axis of the jet core in 
middle latitudes in ldnter than any of the other standard isobaric 
surfaces. It is tnerei'ore the principal tool in high-level wind 
(isotach) analysis. Temperature analysis at this level is apt to 
be confusing., since the 300-mb surface intersects and often near'.cy' 
coincides with the tropopause., and the polar regions of the chart 
are in the lower stratosphereo Jet engines operate most efficiently 
at altitudes upwards of 300 mb~,so this chart is an indis~naable 
tool in pJann1ng jet operatianao Contour level is 400 ft (200 ft 
when wind speeds must be computed £ran contour spacing and movement) o 
The 200-mb chart (mean height about ,381000 ft) is used 
principally as an adjunct to the 300-mb analysiso In summer., it plays 
the same role with respect to the jet stream a:, the 300-mb chart does 
in wintero In ldnterJI its principal. synoptic use is for estimation 
of advectd.ve temperature changes in tbe stratosphere II The 200-mb 
temperature analysiB is part.i.cul.arly useful in isotach ~sis at 
300 mb,,ror reasons to be discussed la.tero Operational use and 
contour interval same as for the ,300-mb charto 
The t!O-mbs lOO-mb.1> 50-mb., and~cbarta are pMpared only 
by activi es with large starts, pr for research purposeso 
The amount of data available at these levels is so little that 
ana]yse,s are likacy to be greatly over-simplified and more than one 
logical ana)J'sis or the same data is easily poss:ibleo 
7.4 Synoptic models 
All the simple models of i8opleth patterns discussed in i,ec-
tion 2o4 occur in the contour, temperature.I> and moisture ~•u 
of upper-air charts. The troughs and ridges in the isotherm patterna 
are called ~old and warm ~ respectively; in tbe moisture 
pattern&, thq are ·re£erred to as ~ and moist ~!!lS!¥!• respectively. 
The most common isob;yptic pattern which appears on upper-air 
charts consists of alternate troughs and ridgesJI with occasional 
closed low in the troughs an:l closed bigbs in the ridgel!ls, aa ahown 
in Figure 7 .1 11 forming a series of Jl&ves which girdle each bemiepbare, 
tbe lows no~ on the poleward side and the highs on the equator-









need not be, but gener~ are,associated with cyclones at lower 
levels, sea level in particular. Similar~ the ridges aDd higha 
often renect the vertical. extent or surface anticyclones. See 
Figure 7.2 below. 
/ 
sea-level isobars 
- - - upper-air contours 
Fig. 7.2 
Note that the axes or the systems shown in Figure 7. 2 are not 
vertical J the axis of the cyclone { or trough) al~ 11lope11 ~ 
toward the cold.eat Qr. {ua~ wstward and poleward), and t 
axis of the anticyclone (or ridge) al.-ways slopes 11P.ward t01@N: ~ 
warmest air(~ westward and equatorward). These spatial re-
lations are an absolute requirement for proper 3-dimensional. repre-
sentation of pressure systems. Sy-11tema ll:lich retain their closed 
circulations to appreciable altitudes are called~ lowa or 





As noted in section 5.2., cyclones which cannot be associated with Q 
an;y sea-level low sometimes appear on upper-air charts, first at high 
levels, r rom which they- gradually work downwardo Such systems have 
relatively cold air in their cores., and are called ~ ~ High-
level anticyclones not associated with surface highs are much rarer and 
never attain an intensity comparable to that of the cold low. 
Waves in isoeyptic patterns can be stable or unatable., the same u 
waves on a front, depending on whether or not their amplitudes increase 
w.1.th time. Figure 7 .3 shows t.rpical stages in the developnent of a 
cut-or.r lgx. in tbe trough of an imstable waTeo Stages (3) and (4) 
(1) (2) {3) 
Figure 7.3 
correspond to occluion in the wave cyclone., and are often associated ( ) 
with surface occlusions. CUt.-off lows are always ~. M.-o~-
highs are defined in similar fashion., and are also dynamic. Beca~e of 
the obvious analogy-, some meteorologists have suggested that a surface 












Another important type of dynamic high is the so-called ~oc!d,!lg 
high. It differs from the cut-off high in that there is associated 
with it (on its equatorward side) a "trapped" low. Figures 7.4 and 
7.5 show fully developed cut-atr and blockl.ng highs al.oft. The block-
ing high remains stationary for long periods, and has a profound effect 
on tm circulation patterns upatreamo The trapped low ext.ends all tbe 
wq to tbe surface, and is also quasi-stationary. 
Wave patterns are classified according to their wavelengths u ~ 
waves and ~ wave1. Long waves vary in l.ength from about 6o0 to 
120 6 longitude. Nam.al mavement is from west to east at about 15° long/dlq, 
but long waves can be stationary or even retrogress to the weat. Great 
care in tracking trough and ridge lines on successive maps 1• necesaar;r 
if proper continuity is to be maintainedo This is especially true or short 
·waves, which · appear as small perturbations moving rapidly along the long-





Becalll!!le of tbe general sparseness of upper-air data in man;y areas, these 
short waves are easily overlooked or carelessly smoothed out or the 
analysis. In isolated areas, the principal clue to passage or a short-
wave trough is a slight backing of the wind for a brief time. For obvio'll8 
reasons, the long-wave trough intensii'ies when overtaken by' the short-
wave trougho The best synoptic clue as to the existence and location ot 
short waves in denser networks is the 12-hr isallo~tic pattern. A small 
closed isallo}vptic center is often associated with a short wave trough 
or ridge. 
The large-sca1e features of long waves are part or extended ~sis, 
and are discussed in Chapter IX. 
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1 .5 Pressure analysis ( drawing of contours or isolJn>ses) 
As noted in section 7-3~ isoeypses play the same role on constant-
pressure charts as do isobars on tbe sea-level chart.. The interv-al chosen 
for preliminar, blocking-out of the contour analysis should be at least 
twice the size or the interval in tbe canpleted ana~sis. Winds are 
us~ parallel to isohypses (being above the .friction lqer) but ~or-
~ exceptions ~o 
Because upper winds are generally stronger than surface ld.nds., the 
dif'.:f.'erence between geostrophic and gradient winds becomes mu.ch greater 
aloft., and contour spacing should reflect this dir.:f.'erence, either qual-
itativei,- (see section 2o7) for isolJn>tic anal.ysis or quant.itatively (see 
section 7o9) for isotach analysiso As in the case of wind directJ.on, 
wind speed sometimes does not agree with contour spacing., but such winds 
can be detected only in relatively dense collections of reliable pressure-
height reports. Wind s which do not fit contours lmown to be correct are 
characteristic or now patterns lmich are 11eynamical~ unstable 11o These 
patterns will be discussed further in Chapter Xo In~ vicinity_ of' .J!!! 
isolated wind ~ort~ there ~ ~ choice ~ to orten:t, ,mg §P.!28 iso-
~~ accord@lce ~ 1;m l.GM ~a Such orientation and spacing 
can be considered valid only in the immediate vicinity of the Wlld. report 
and should~ be extended arbitra.ril;r into ~oining ~ g[_ ~ morts. 
0 
Except on the 1000-=mb chart and a1ong cold f rants on 8,0-mb charts, 
iaolJn>sea kink olicy slightly in crossing frontso Above 700 mbs, Df P 
(or nrT) becomes so small that fronts are gener~ omitted entirely ( ) 
from the analysiao 
At every level 1 trough and ridge lines are care!uJ.ly drawn and 
tracked in accordance with history~ especially in areas with little or 
no datao 
7a6 Temperature analpis and fronte 
Two methods of representing the distribution of temperature in the 
atmosphere are used in upper-air analysisg 
l) drawing isotherms on constant-pressure chart.S J 
and 2) constructing mean isotherms of ~ers of airo 
Method 1) is the subject or 1his sectionJ method 2) will be described 
in Chapter VIIIe 
The principa1 reason far the importance oft.emperature a.J'l,BJJsis is 
that the vertical variation of the geostropbic wind at aey- point in the 
atmosphere is determined by the temperature field at that pointJ hence 
in tbe free atmosphere the vert.ical shear of the actual. wind is largely 





data are available, temperature anal.:ysis can still be carried out 
provided the variation of wind with height; is known. For the North-
ern Hemisphere, the basic relations can be summarized as follows: 
a) if the wim increases (g.ecrease.s) in speed with increasing 
height, but does not change its direction, contours and 
isotherms are parallel, with cold air to the l..!f!, (r;gltt,) 
facing downstream; 
b) if neither the wind speed nor direction change with heigltt;., 
the air is thermally hanogeneous { V T = 0 ):; 
c) if the wiDi ~ (~) with increasing height, the iso-
therms cross the contours in such a Wl\V' that advection of 
~ (colder) air takes place. 
-10° -l.5o -1.00 
96oo rt 
9800 ft / 
veering (warm advection) backing (cold advection) 
Figure 7• 7 
Figure 7 o 7 illustrate s the relations c) above. 
The discussion of the preceding paragraph is essential]J' ~ 
in nature, the relations holding only in the vicinity of a particular 
point o In their intermediate and e xtended aspects, isotherm pattern.s 
genera~ parallel the contour patterns, in that the warm tongues 
us~ coincide with ridges and the cold tongues with troughso 
Temperature is general.]J' regarded as representative in the free 
atmosphere, w~re it is relatively unaffected by the maey local factors 
which affect surface temperatures, especially over land areas. Thia 
makes temperature analysis at 850 mbs and 700 mbs an :important adjunct 
to surface analysis, as an aid in determining the representativeness of 
surface temperat.ureit-., and in determiniJ78 the location and vertical 
extent of fronts. 
* see section 608 
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The frontal patterns to be expected aloft have already been dis-
cussed 1n some detail 1n sections 5o4.,, 5.5, and 5.6 or Chapter Vo In 
the case of wave cyclones., the frontal pattern aloft is roughly paral-
lel to that of the surface wave and disJ2!aced ~ ~ ~ ~ direction 
or~ cold air_o In tbs absence of actual data on the upper-air cha.rt, 
this displacement should be consistent with the height or the chart and 
the slope of t.be fronto Upper-air frontal patterns associated with 
occluded cyclones can be expected to have shapes si rniJ ar to contour• 2, 
3.,, and 4 of Figures 5.J.4 and 5.20, depending on the height or the 
constan~pressure surface being analyzed. C>nJJr 1n mountain or plateau 
areas wuld a pattern like contour l of Figures 5ol.5 and 5.21 be lilm]Jr 
to occur and then only on the 850-mb chart. '.!I.!~ C,IL&e should !:.. sinJple 
occluded s;t.ructure ~ ¥. a.R.E_ears QR surface f!b@rl!, ~ dram 2!!. up~r-
~ chartss, since this implies a )-dimensional structure which ill 
geometricall,y inconsistent. 
Frontal analysis is usually not carried above the 700-mb level, 
but some meteorologists claim to have proved the existence or a continu-
ou polar front at 500 mba-i$completely girdling the hemisphereo However, 
they use a different 
definition or front 
than the one adopted 
in these notes. One 
meteorologist bas 
recently used tbi • 
new definition to 
show that "front•" 
exist at every level. 
1n the atmosphereo 
These 11tronti,tt slope 
upward in the sams 
wa.v as do discontinu-
ity surfaces in the 
troposphere, but 
becOJ11e vertical at 
the tropopause and 
reverse their slopes 
in the stratesphere o 
- :l..a" 
Figure 708 
On charts which do not carry arv frontal analysia, isotherms are 
contiDuoua liueao On charts with froutal positio:oa shown, sane of the 
ii,otherms in tbe neighborhood of the front will be discontinuous, aa 
shown in Figure 7.8, since by definition Drf'~O at a front. · Note also 
t~t the isotb.erma are general:cy- parallel to the front, with tbe 
tightest packing (greatest VT) in the cold air behioo the cold front. 
It' -isotherms are not broken at a fronts, the iso~es should not be 
ld.Bked, since DfT 8 O illlpUes Df p -cQ lilich in turn implie• Di'\ V p \ = O 
at a non-horizontal front (see sections 4o3 and 4.4). 
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If temperature were a conservative property of air, isotherms 
would move from map to map strictly in conformity with the wind field. 
In areas where there is little vertical motion., release of laten-t; heat, 
radiation, or other processes involving heat transfer, the isothe~ 
do move approximately with the flow patterns, thus affording an addition-
al tool for temperature ana.lysis in areas of littJ.e dat.a. In areas where 
non-conservative influences <;lominate, the isotherms will move mpre sl~ 
than the wind components normal to them, often by as much as a half'. 
Temperature changes at a station are just as significant for anal.yaia 
as temperatures themselves, and should be explainable on the basis either 
of advection or of the processes discussed above. 
As with other features of anal.yeis, three-dimensional consistency 
is an absolute requirement of temperature analysis, and is an indispens-
able aid in the analysis of areas where little temperature data are 
available. The connecting link between levels is ~se rate or ~se-
lli§ e!' P.Otential ~perature; since most lapse rates lie between the 
moist- and dry-adiabatic rates» they afford a convenient check on esti-
mated temperatures at a given level in comparison to those at lower 
levels. At high levels where fronts are Type c, the two rates d:krfer by 
very little, and isotherms near a front should have about the same poten-
tial temperature label at neighboring levelsa (As was pointed out in 
section 7.31 i8otherms on constant-pressure charts are also lines of 
constant potential temperature a) A pseudo-adiabatic chart should be 
available for quick checking on lapse rates and potential temperatures 
at the various isobaric surfaceso 
7a7 Extrapolation of data from lower levels 
On ma:rzy-occasions» upper-air (?bservations do not reach all the way 
up to the level.. where an analysis must be made • .. A te.chniqua..for estimat-
ing the probable values of missing data, based on the nearest known values, 
then becomes a very useful tool of the upper-air analyst. Several such 
techniques (for extrapolation of pressure-height) have been discussed in 
detail elsewhere* and will not be reviewed here. While such techniques 
come under the general heading of "lifting oneself by one's bootstraps", 
the extrapolations are often_surprizingly accurate, and are in an:, 
case better than no data at all. 
The extrapolation of w.ind is a somewhat different problem, being .an 
application of the thermal wind. The process involves estimation of the 
geostrophic thermal wind for the layer between the level for -which the 
wind is desired and the level of the nearest reported wind. The computed 
thermal wind is then added vectorially to the lmown wind to obtain the 
wind at the desired levela ·m that is needed to determine the magnitude 
of the geostropbic thermal wind is a factor for converting isotherm spacing 
of 5°c intervals into contour spacing of 200-ft intervals. This conversion 
.:factor varies only slightly with the mean temperature of the layer and can 
be taken to have a value of 0.10 per thousand feet of height difference. 
For example, it is desired to estimate the wind at JOgOOO ft, given the wind 
and isotherm pattern at 26gOOO fto Assume that a geostrophic wind scale, 




,4 -,> -., 
applied to the isotherms at ·the 1.evel of the !mown w.ind, gives a 30-kt 
wind for the 5°c isothenn spacing. The thermal wind :for the 4000-ft layer 
will then be approximately Q 
0.10 X 4 X 3Q ==-12 kts. 
This vector, oriented parallel to the isothenns with cold air on the left 
(Northern Hemisphere), is then added vectorially to the 26,000-ft ldnd to 
obtain the estimated 30,000 ft w.ind, as shown in Figure 1.9. 
I 
~ · oo--t"' 
1 121cts 
26 ,ooo rt wind / / 
~ I I 
I -4o0 -45° 
Figure 1.9 
1.a Evaluation of upper-air data 
A 5000-:rt interval is about the 
maximum for which this method 
should be used, since many 
simpli.fying assumptions have 
• been ma.de in the computation. 
This method finds frequent 
application at those stations 
where the winds are observed 
at standard geometric heights 
rather .than at standard iso-
baric surfaces. 
As in the case or a sur?ace report, an upper-air report becomes 
suspect when it fails to be ·a substantial agreement with neighboring re-
ports at the same level, when it is inconsistent lli.th data either below 
or aboye, or when it leads to marked changes in cOI1tinuity. Since upper- ( 
air ob~ervations are generally representative, discrepancies are presumed ) 
to be due to errors. ill the types or errors discussed in section 6.3 
for surface data are likewise possible in upper-air data, but there is a 
much g~eater probability of instrumental errors and com~tational. errors. 




8 or 9 mbs 
1°c 
Bela ti ve humidity 5 % at 700 mbs ~ 20% at 300 mb. . . 
Wind (SCR-658) 0.3 to o.4 degrees of arc (up to 40 kts in speed at 
high aJ.titude and 20° in direction) 
Wind (GMD-1) o.o5 degrees arc 
Errors in pressure and temperature affect in varying amounts the computed 
pressure-heightso Average and maximum errors in pressure-height. resulting 
from instrumental errors in pressure and temperature listed above are given 
in the following table: 
Pressure (mbs) 850 700 500 400 300 200 100 
Average Error (ft) 16 .34 67 100 ll7 155 .) 222 
Marl.mum Error (ft) 328 I 459 590 85.3 
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It should be emphasized that the errors in the above table are ~ 
computational errorsj they are the ~rrg;rs Vfilich q@ be ~cted from 
correct c~putations or instrumentalq erroneous ~. The maximum values 
are the ones which would occur if all the errors in data had the same 
(algebraic) effect on computed heights. 
Since the pressure, temperature, and dew-point at significant 
levels are transmitted along with pressure-heights., computational errors 
can be eliminated by simply recomputing the pressure-heights in question. 
Various methods at' quick recomputation have been devised., each with 
particular desirable features, but none is completely satisfactory. 
Generally speaking, the fastest or most convenient methods will correct 
only the largest errors. Where time is short or the staff' is small, the 
extrapolation techniques of section 7o7, applied to reported rather than 
estimated data, will be found satisfactory in most cases. These 
techniques may also be used to determine the size at' a:a:,-communication 
~ora :in pressure-heights~ Recomputations need not begin at sea level, 
ii' the data at some higher standard level are considered to be correcto 
Thiclmess tables or charts for the various standard layers., available 
in many forms, provide the main tool for such computationso 
The basic dataif'rom which winds aloft are computed are not 
transmitted; hence recomputation of winds is not possibleo Consistency 
checks with levels above or below (using mean isotherms or thickness 
lines where possible)., as discussed in sections 706 and 7o7, will pro-
vide useable data in maI\V' cases. Strong winds are generally more 
reliable than light winds, and all wind computations will be more 
accurate were the vertical shear of the wind is leasto 
Dew-po:int temperature aloft is evaluated in the same way as at 
the surface (see section 6.9). Moisture can vary quite abruptly in the 
vertical., so elev-point temperature must be taken as both correct and 
representative., except when it is reported to be greater than the air 
temperature., 
Isotach (isovel) analysis; the jet pt.m1a 
Where wind data are sufficiently concentrated, isotachs 
(or isovels) are drawn to locate the axis along which wind speeds are 
greatest. This axis is the ridge line connecting the various centers of 
relative maxima in the isotach patterno The isotachs are generally 
almost parallel to isoeypses and the closed centers are usually elongated 
ellipses with long a:x:i.s also parallel to isoeypses. Two idealized 
contour and isovel patterns are shown in Fig. 7.,10 below. The one 
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Fig. 7.1.0 
~ jet 
on the left shows a speed maximum at the long-wave trough line, the 
other shows maxima. at the ridge lines. These centers normal.ly move 
from west to east with a speed which is less that that of the winds 
themselves but greater than that of the l.ong Wclves. 
The isotach ridges on any particular constant-pressure surface 
represent the intersection of that surface with a meandering current 
of fast-moving air known as the ~et stream. Since wind speed varies 
in the vertical as well as in the horizontal, the core of the jet 
stream fluctuates vertically as wel.l as horizontally. It usually lies 
between the 300-mb and 200-mb levels. · 













Fig. 7.11 is a meridional cross-section showing the location of the 
jet core with respect to the polar front and the tropopause(s) •. 
(Isolines are isotachs of geostrophic west-wind components, labelled 
in knots, and broken lines indicate regions where front or tropopause 
is diffuse or indei'inite.) A simple application of the thermal-wind 
relations of section 7.6 will. determine whether the jet core is 
above, at, or below the surf ace being a.nacyzed. Temperature analysis, 
particularly above the level being analyzed, is thus an important 
adjunct to isotach (jet stream) analysis. 
The 300-mb and 200-mb charts give the best representation of 
the jet stream, but it is often well defined down to 500 mbs. Below 
this level the strong meridional temperature gradients, particular~ 
those associated 'With the polar front in winter, cause the intensity 
of the speed maximum to decrease rapi~ the lower the level or the 
analysis, as shown in Fig. 7.ll. 
From 500 mbs to 300 mbs, the verticaJ. axis or the jet stream 
has almost no tilt, and is usually located direct~ beneath the line 
or maximum horizontaJ. temperature gradient at 200 mbs; hence the 
500-mb isotach analysis and the 200-mb temperature analysis are both 
very important aids in locating the 300-mb jet. The lack of tilt in 
the vertical axis or the jet implies, by virtue of the thermal-wind 
relation, that isotherm concentrations coincide with the jet axis 
at levels both above and below the jet core. At 500 mbs, the 
isotherm concentration is often associated with the polar front. 
In Figo 7.ll., the jet axis is near latitude 39° at aJ.l levels, and 
the 500-mb intersection of the polar front occurs at about 
latitude 4o0 • 
In the horizontal., the jet axis foll.owe quite closeq .. tbe, 
isohypses (contours). F1etchet4- has shown that at 500 mbs it lies 
near (¼ 200 ft) the 18,400-ft contour. This makes possible the 
location of the jet in areas with known contours but with little 
wind data, such as over oceans. Two exceptions to the foregoing 
should be noted: 
a) at low wind speeds, contours and isotachs may cross at 
large angles; 
and b) where contours converge (upstream from a speed maximum) 
the jet axis and isotachs tend to cross from high to 
low contours, the reverse being the case downstream where 
the contours diverge. 
Deepening and cyclogenesis occur downstream and to the left of the 
jet maximum at a trough and upstream and to the right of ma.xima. at 
ridgeso 
• Bulletin of the American MeteorologicaJ. Society, (Vol. 34, No. 3, 
April, 1953.) 
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The relation or contour to jet axis also accounts to some extent 
for the appearance of meridional and easterly jets and the 11forked 11 
jets associated with cut-off lows and highs, but especially with 
blocking highs. In Fig. 7.5, one branch of the jet passes north 
around the high, the other south around the trapped low. 
lsotach analysis in areas of little wind data, aside from the gen-
eral features discussed above, is not feasible unless a reliable 
pressure analysis, yielding non-unifo~ spaced contours, can be 
made. Then wind speed can be computed with the aid of geostrophic 
( v95) and gradient ( v9r) wind scales. Since many instances have 
occurredin which observed winds agree neither with geostrophic nor 
with gradient computations, this method of augmenting wind-speed data 
!alls into the same category as the extrapolation of data upward · 
from a lower level: it is better than no data at all. The follow-
ing items should govern the computation of wind speeds : 
1) use transparent v9s or v9 ... scale for the map projection, if available; 
2) select r irst those point:; where the wind is most likely to 
be geostrophic, i. e., contours straight and parallel 
or with little curvature, and measure Vgs; 
3) next, choose areas where contours are curved but approxi-
mately parallel, measure contour curvature from overlay, 
estimate corrPction for trajectory curvature, and compute 
v9..-from scale • 
In connection w.i. th i tern 3), a recent statistical stuey bas shown that 
only in cases of £!Clonic curvature need v95 be corrected to v9 ,.; 
in anticyclonic cases, v95 seems to give as good an approximation to 
the true wind as does Vsr• 
A cha.rt and scale for computing gradient-wind corrections to the 
geostrophic wind is given in Appendix IV. 
Once the wind speed data have been augmented as outlined above, 
isotach analysis should proceed somewhat as follows: 
l) draw 60-kt isotach in areas of most data; 
2) add remaining isotachs (use 20-kt interval) and identify 
centers of speed maximum from previous charts (continuity); 
3) interpolate jet axis in areas between centers, following con-
tour and isotherm patternsJ and 
4) check for consistency w.i.th jet-axis and isotherm patterns 
above and/or below level being analyzedo 
Centers of wind maxima usuall y propagate downstream at a rate 
greater than that of the long-wave pattern but ' less than that of the 
wind themselves;hence they w.i.11 have a movement relative to the wave 
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pattern., and will appear to move through it., much like the short-wave 
patterns do. Occasionally., the centers will remain stationary, but 
never retrogress upstream. 
Confused or detached patterns of cirrus and cirro-cumulus clouds 
seem to be associated with the jet stream., and such cloud types should 
be used to locate it mere other more positive identifications are 
lacking •. 
Absence of wind reports in a usually reliable spot can itself be 
·baken as an indication of the presence of high-speed winds., which would 
have blown the ballon being tracked out of range of the tracking and re-
cording instrumentso The jet axis is therefore not necessarily located 
in the region of strongest reported winds. 
The jet axis is usually shown on the chart as a heavy P.urpl§ line, 
with arrow pointing dowstream. Areas enclosed by isotachs should be 
shaded S!eB, nth darkest tone inside the isotach of highest wind speed. 
7.10 Moisture analysis 
Lines of constant mixing ratio or :i-§..odrosotherm§ are draw on the 
850-mb and 700-mb charts for the purpose of delineating the moist and 
dry tongues in meridional flow patterns. 'l'he extent and intensity of 
moisture patterns are of particular importance in areas where the 
atmospheric processes discussed in section 3.3 predomina.te. 
Isodrosothems ~ discontinuous at fronts. Moist tongues are 
most pronounced in warm maritime air masses, while dry tongues are 
most marked in cold c·ontinental air masses. For obvious reasons ., 
m isodrosotherm cannot cross ~ isotherm \Ji th ~ ~ ~rature 
~- Green is the color customarily used for isodrosotherms., with 
light green shacliilg for the moist tongues., becoming progressively 
darker toward the axis of the tongue. 
7.11 Tropopause charts 
Before the accumulation of large amounts of upper-air data, the 
tropopa.use was thought to be a continuous surface sloping gener~ 
downward from equator to pole. As shown in Fig. 7all, it is now known 
to be broken at the jet stream., and may even be doubl§ on the tropical 
side of the jet. Contour analysis of this discontinuous multiple 
surface is consequently very difficult., and tropopause charts are 
constructed only at well-staffed analysis centers. Their principal use 
is to assist in the precise location of the tropopause on those 
constant-pressure surfaces which intersect it. Knowledge of the tropo-
pause intersection is necessary for correct temperature analysis on 







CHAPI'ER VIII GRAPHICAL RITHMETIC 
8.1 Coordinate systems; grids 
Two dii'ferent equiscalar families of isolines,superimposed one 
on the other, will intersect at maey points. Each of these points 
can be identified by 
" -· I 
I 








-3 -l. -I 0 I '2.. '3 '-I- > t:, X 
of each f~ passes 
through the point. A. 
common example of two 
intersecting equiscalar 
families is the rec-
tangular coordinate 
system shown in Fig. 8.1. 
Here each familzy' con-
sists of equally spaced 
parallel straight lines, 
intersecting at right 
angles. The horizontal 
family will be denoted 
by the letter X, the 
other by the letter Y. 
Individual members or 




Fig. 8.1 designated by appending 
subscripts to the family . 
designators., as X1, X:z., Y.,_, Y_)_j etc. When the lines represent physical 
properties, they are labelled with the numerical values or the properties 
being delineated. 
8.2 Subtraction (differential analysis) 
The coordinate system of Fig, 8.1 is 
J 
_., - t. - s: y - ,i - 1. -2 1., -I 0 I ~ 
., -6 - .S -IJ -l -l 1/. 0 I -:z. -3 
·I -.s - II -l 1/4 -l. 0 I ,. ~ '"' 
--~ - </ -! - l /, 0 ' ~ 3 'I- S' 
~ -l -'2. V. 0 I 2. l "' s (:, 
·J -1 /, 0 I l. 3 1-/ !>" {. 7 
-~ /. 0 I '2 3 'I ~ l, 7 H 
,I 
Fig . 8.2 
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repeated in Fig. Bo2, with 
a number at each inter-
section lmich is equal 
to the difference between 
the two coordinates of 
the point. Note that the 
points of equal difference 
all occur on parallel 
straight lines, only one 
of which { X - Y = -2) 
has been drawn in Fig. 8.2. 
The lines X - Y = A 
X {6 ~ o, :1:1, :J:2, •••• ) 
constitute a third 
equiscalar fa.mi:cy" which 
represents the numerical 
difference between the quantities represented by the original. pair of 
equiscalar f amili es. It should be obvious that t_k f~ 6. r~esents 
the differenceB (X - Y) ~ ~ at ~ grid ~oints but~ fil P.Oints, 
provided the families X and Y represent continuous scalar quantities. 
A !'lecond important feature of the ~-lines is that ~hey all ~ t~ 
X-lines_ and Y-llnes ins~!_ manner~~ r~ of cJ'!!!!g!t of 
!_and!. along A~ ajJrays ~ S.!!!!I sign, i,.e . , either both increasing 
- -- -
or both decreasing. 
Finally, and ~ 
~ortant Q! ~, 
everything which bas 
already been said 
!J>P±t,S equally_ Y, 
the :Lines Q.Qn-
structed Q!l anv set 
of X- -and l - J.iDes . 
whatsoever, regardless 
of their shape, 
spacing, curvature, or 
orientation. The only 
difference is that the 
x.,_ A-lines will no longer 
necessari:cy" be either 
straight, parallel, or 
equal~ spaced, but 
they will still have 
the same interval as 
the X- -and I-lines . . 
A common type of curved pattem is shown in Fig. 8. J . 
The process which has the three important pr operties discussed 
above 'is !mown as graE._hical subtraction, or differen t ial analy'sis, and 
bas many useful applications in the analysis of weathe r charts, where 
both space and tillle differences are of utmost importance. 
8.3 ~Adition (reverse differential analysis) 
Graphical addition is illustrated in Fig. 8.4, which repeats the 
coordinate system of Fig. 8 .. 1, with the number at each grid point in 
this case denoting the ~ L. 
of X- ,and I'.--ooordinates of 
I 1,.. '3 '\ 'I Y '>" " 
0 I i. I~ It ~ 
-, 0 I L I~ I .J 
-1.. -, 0 I 1- I~ 
-l -'2. -I a I "2-
-4 -3 -2... -I 0 I 
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the points. This new f~ of 
I" ' 'i_ lines is, as before, a set of 
parallel equally spaced straight 










(X + 'I = 4) is shown in Fig. 8.4. 
The only significant difference 
between the line E.., and the line 
A-1:tf Fig. 8.2 is in the way it 
cuts across the X- and Y-lines. 
Along the L,-1.ines, ~ X-values 
decrease and the Y-values in-
crease, and vice versa. A.s-,4 1, 4 
B-2 
Q - ... 4 
( ) 
l. ) 






before, the basic method of 
constructing the ~-lines is 
the same even if the X- and 
Y-lines are curved and un-
equally spaced, as in F~. 
8 .5. Applications of 
graphical addition are not 
as frequent as in the case 
of subtraction, but many 
opportunities are offered 
for its use., particularly 
in upper-air analysis in 
areas where data are scarce, 
and in the preparation of 
prognostic and mean charts. 
Ph.ysical interpretation of graphical analyses 
Whether the analytical processes defined in sections 8.2 and 8.3 
should be aJ?plied to a given pair of equiscalar families or not 
depends on whether the derived sets of lines have physicaJ. meaning, and 
if so, whether they- are a.na.J.ytically and prognostica.lly useful. Some 
of the more connnon combinations of basic and derived equiscalar families 
are listed in the following table: 
X y A L. 
1) 700-mb 1000-mb thickness(H111,1-H,oc,o) mean contours 
contours contours or mean virtual 1000/700-mb 
OJOOZ 030oz temperature (T*) of layer 
(same day) 1000/700-mb layer 
2) 700-mb 850-mb mean lapse rate of arithmetic mean 
isotherms isotherms 850/700-mb layer isotherms 
0300Z 0300Z 850/700-mb layer 
(same day) 
3) prognostic prognostic prognostic 700-mb 






4) 500-mb 500-mb 500-mb 24-hr 500-mb 24-hr mean 
contours contours isallohypses contours 
0.30oz OJOOZ 
(next day) 
5) sea-level sea-level sea-level 12-hr sea-level 12-hr 








































Space differentials (hydrostatic consistency and mean advection) 
. . . .. 
( ) 
Examples l) -3) of the above table involves ditferent levels at a 
fixed time, and are classified as ~ce differentials. Charts ill.ustrating () 
specific instances of l) can be found in Haltiner and Eaton [3, pp. 5, 6, 
and 13] • 
The interpretation of height differences, or thicknesses of isobaric 
strata, in terms of mean virtual temperature (by means of the lzy"drostatic 
equation) makes the space differential an important tool for checking 
the 3-dimensional consistency of upper-air analyses. For instance, it can 
be verified in Fig. 8.6 that the 
vertical axis of the cyclone does 
indeed slope toward the coldest air. 
Such consistency checks are made 





11,000' but also between prognostic charts 







The direction and spacing of 
the mean isotherms represent the 
geostrophic thermal wind,and its 
speed can be measured using the 
same geostrophic wind scale as was 
used to space the contour families 
from which the mean isotherms were 
constru cted. This very useful 
_) 




relation can be applied in two -ways, either as a consistency check 
on winds at adjacent levels or as a means of temperature ana.JJ"sis 
in areas where w.i.nds are reported but temperatures are not. The 
basic relations are the same as those discussed in sections 7.6 
and 7.7 for isotherms and vertical wind shear. 
The distribution of mean virtual temperature with respect to 
mean flow of air in a given layer permits a qualitative evaluation 
of ~ ~d:v,ction in the layer. Mean geostrophic flow., as repre-
sented by the mean contours (r-lines):, combined with the mean temp-
erature gradient., gives a sufficiently accurate estimate of mean 
advect1on. Blue arrows for cold advection and red arrows for warm 
advection areentered at each grid point, in the direction of the 
mean £low and with length proportional to the intensity of the 
advection, which is given by the product \ l 
V VT COB rJ.. 
where IVTlis the magnitude of the mean temperature gradient, and v coscx. 
is the component of the mean wind perpendicular to the iso-
therms. The number of intersections between contours and mean 
isotherms in a given area also gives a rough estimate of the in-
tensity of advection. Arrows in Fig. 8. 6 show mean advection. 
Construction of mean isotherms in the low layers also per-
mits assessment of frontal locations and intensities. U. ~ 
~ ~sotheI'l'9§. are packed oorallel to !.. front and in the cold air; 
the front ~ well defined; if ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ rotate ~ 
~ orientation ~ normal to t~ ~., ti is ~ and diffus~ 
Mean isotherms of a layer are generally more reliable than 
isotherms at a fixed level., since a few erroneous or unrepresen-
tative reports will have little effect on the summed mean values. 
8.6 Time differentials (tandencies., trends., and short-term means) 
Examples 4) - 8) of section 8.4 involve time changes at 
fixed levels, and are referred to as~ differentials,. Charts 
illustrating specific instances of 4) and 7) can be found in 
Haltiner and Eaton [J, pp., 33 and J.5 J • 
Since time differentials show trends or tendencies, they 
have wide application both in analysis and in prognosis, par-
ticularly of upper-air charts. Time sums can be used to construct 
short-term mean charts, such as 5-day mean 700-mb charts. A 
common prognostic technique using time differences and sums is 
described in [3, pp. 32-36]. 
12-hr isallobars at sea level and 12-hr and 24-hr 
isalloeypses aloft are useful prognostic tools. Fig. 8.7 shows 
a specific case of example .$)in the table of section 8.4; 
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ID 
- 0030Z isobars 
-1230Z isobars 
--- 12-hr isall.obars 
the A-lines are the 12-hr 
/Ol.0 IOZ. ~ 
-- - isallobars 
-1230Z isobars ---
- · - 09 JOZ isobars 
Fig ·. 8. 7 
sea-level isallobara. Note the appearance 
of closed centers in the 
A-pattern where none exist 
in either of the isobaric 
patterns. This is a character-
istic feature of tendency 
fields that adds much to their 
usefulness in picking out sig-
nificant features which might 
otherwise be overlooked, such 
as a short-wave trough super-
imposed on a long-wave 
pattern aloft. 
Example 6) in the table 
of section B.4 is of some 
special interest, since it is 
the graphical equivalent of 
Petterssen's numerical method 
of computing movement of 
pressure systems 
(7, pp. 392-397]. Fig. B.6 
illustrates the application of the graphical method. Note that isobars 
have been added so that the isobaric interval will equal the isallobar.l:c 
Fig. 
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interval. The two dots near the center of the figure represent 
the present and past positions of the center of the anticyclone. 
Extrapolation for 12 or 24 hours of the displacement repre-
sented by them is equivalent to the Petterssen computation for 
the eame periods. Since multiplication by 4 or 8 tends to mag-
nify small differences, extreme care is necessary in drawing 
intermediate isobars ·and in determining representative present 
and past positions of the center. 
In constructi~ time differentials of sea-level and 
upper-air pressure fields, @:llobars and anall.o~ are 
colored ~, ka.tallobars and katallo~es red, with ~ 
for the line representing no change. 
8.7 Technique for constructing differentials 
Transparent overlays should be used both for the basic 
I- and Y-lines and the .A- and ~-lines whenever possible. Any 
combination can then be easiJ.¥ assembled for ~ical or 
prognostic purposes. 
Particularly in the case or beginners, the anal;,y_:sis 
should ~s ~ in i:Jl ill!,~ ~ - §re nY!_JlerQWl ~ter-
sections or~ -goints. Until more experience is acquired, 
the analyst w.i.ll also find it helpful. to label some of the grid 
points 'With their numerical values, as was done in Figs. 8.2 
and 8.4. Thia "crutch" should be discarded as soon as possible, 
however; otherwise, the time-saving feature of the graphical 
method will be negated. 
The most common and important properties of a correct 
/l .. or L- analysis are summarized below. 
l) A-lines "climb" or 11descend" both basic sets of 
lines simultaneously ( .6-iin Fig. 8. 2); I.-lines 
climb on one set while descending on the other 
(~<J.in Figo 8.L,). 
2) ~ -~ ( or :E.-1~) ~ cross !. member Q.t ~ 
X-li§1; without simultaneousg crossing~ member~ 
tb§ Y-set. This is the same as saying that they 
cross on'.cy at intersections; they do not 
"jay-walk. 11 Although lhen written out it seems 
obvious and trivial., this rule is eas~ and 
frequently violated by beginners. 
3) A.A-~ {!_-line)~~ QQ. ~ between ilQ. 
different consecutiye members 2!' ~ m if ~Y. 
m not alreagy ~ated ~ !- member gg the othfil' 
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w. This rule is particularly useful in closed centers when 
the gradient of one set of lines is much greater than in the 
other set of lines (l:5 and[gin Fig. 8.5; note that there is no 
'£-line between the two branches of Yl..in the col, since they are 
not different members of the Y-set.) It is also useful in 
areas where there are few intersections. In such areas, sketch-
ing lightly intermediate members or both basic sets may provide 
additional intersections. 
4) At Roints of tangency between sm X-lj.n§ and~ Y-line. ~A-line 
(I:.-lin§l) must~~~ t2, both. It~ be on either side 
or between the basic lines. (Example: The - 3 isallobar and the 
1024 isobar in Fig. 8.8) 
5) ~ points of "™ tangency," the A-line (r..-line) m,ust ~ 
11nearly ta.pgent. 11 As in the case of tangency, it ~Y pass on 
either side or between the basic pair. To determine whether it 
passes between, check the numerical value of the intersections 
which would result ii' the basic lines vare displaced : · . , 
so as to intersect one another. x.,, Y~, and .AJJ)f Fig. 8.J 
illustrate a case of near tangency. 
All the usual synoptic patterns of isopleths occur in the differential 
patterns. Cols are · usually associated with cols in one of the basic sets, 
but closed low and highs often appear where there are none in either basic 
set; the center labelled 11K11 in Fig. 8. 7 is an example. Cut-off lows and ) 
highs are also quite conunon. 
8.8 Weighted slD!lS (means) and differences 
It is worth reiterating that tJl@. interval bQtwe_!n the X-~ ~ 
~ the same as the interval between ~ Y-linea, for~ subtraction ~·and 
addition. Ir it is not, weighted differences and sums will resuJ.t. For 
example, if the X-interval is twice that of the Y-interval, (2X-Y) or 
(2X+Y) will be obtained. Any- desired weight can be obtained by proper adjust-
ment of basic intervals. The weighted l:!i.- and !..-lines will then have a 
11slope" equal to the weight factor. The unweighted A- and ~-lines have 
11slopes 11 of' 1 and -1 respectively. 
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